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INTRODUCTION

Retinoblastoma is a malignant tumour that arises from the nuclear layers of the retina
and which predominantly affects young children. The growth originates from single or
multiple foci in one or both eyes. Retinoblastoma is the most common intraocular tu-
mour in childhood. However it is rare, and the average ophthalmologist will see only
one or two cases in his professional lifetime.

Retinoblastoma is an extremely interesting tumour in several respects. It may occur ei-
ther sporadically or may be inherited. Patients with the hereditary type of retinoblasto-
ma may have a particular susceptibility to develop other malignant tumours. Retino-
blastoma was sometimes found to be associated with a partial long arm deletion of chro-
mosome 13. Furthermore, it is one of the few tumours known to undergo spontaneous
regression. The understanding of these and other intriguing biological characteristics
will almost certainly be of value for the elucidation of cancer in general, and it may be
used as a cornerstone in designing cures or preventive measures for other tumours.

Retinoblastoma is a highly malignant tumour capable of wide spread dissemination.
This places a heavy responsibility upon the ophthalmologist who must provide prompt
and accurate diagnosis, appropriate treatment and prudent advice in family planning.
Today, the preservation of life in most and the conservation of vision in many patients
with retinoblastoma is possible with radiotherapy and its adjuncts: light coagulation,
cryotherapy and surgical enucleation. There is no doubt that retinoblastomas are best
treated in centres where there are the capabilities and interest for providing the patient
with the highly specialized diagnostic and therapeutic techniques required for optimum
results.

The management of patients with retinoblastoma in The Netherlands is centralized in
Utrecht. The participating hospitals in the Utrecht Retinoblastoma Centre are: the Roy-
al Dutch Eye Hospital, the Wilhelmina Childeren's Hospital and the Department of Ra-
diation Therapy of the University Hospital. The principal concept in the conservative
treatment of retinoblastoma at this centre is radiotherapy combined with light coagula-
tion and/or cryotherapy if there is doubt as to whether the tumour is still active. One or
two small tumour foci of up to 4 mm in diameter are treated by light- or cryocoagulati-
on only, provided that they are not located near the macula or optic die.
Since 1971, radiation therapy has been standardized with regard to the tumour dose and
administered by means of a highly accurate lateral field megavoltage X-ray beam tech-
nique.

Retinoblastoma is sensitive to relatively moderate doses of radiation, doses which the
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normal retina can apparently withstand. The lens of the eye, however, is much more
sensitive to damage by irradiation and, in spite of attempts at shielding or precise direc-
tion of the irradiation beam, radiation cataract is often the price of cure of the tumour
(such a cataract can be removed if necessary).

The purpose of this study was:
1. to report recent information on the epidemiological characteristics, genetic aspects,

pathology, diagnosis and treatment of retinoblastoma (Chapter I);
2. to describe the irradiation method which was developed and is in use at the Utrecht

Retinoblastoma Centre for the conservative treatment of retinoblastoma (Chapter
II).

3. to present the results and the experiences gained in a group of 30 children with reti-
noblastoma who received megavoltage radiation as a primary mode of treatment to
at least one eye at this centre between 1971 and 1980 (Chapter III);

4. a review of the literature on radiation cataract formation in the animal and human
lens;
to present the preliminary results of a study on the dose-relationship for cataracts
found in the lenses of children following megavoltage irradiation for retinoblastoma.
Finally, an experimental study on cataracts in the rabbit after fractionated megavol-
tage irradiation of the entire lens or a posterior portion of the lens was included
(Chapter IV).
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Chapter I

RETINOBLASTOMA

1. Epidemiological characteristics

I.I. General frequency

The registry of retinoblastoma in The Netherlands was founded largely on the work of
Hemmes (78,79) and Schappert-Kimmijser et al. (205). Since their reports on the epide-
miological and familial occurence of retinoblastoma in The Netherlands, additional in-
formation on the incidence of this disease has become available from the Netherlands
Association for the Prevention of Blindness. The incidence of new retinoblastoma pa-
tients and the actual numbers of unilateral and bilateral cases from 1900 through 1969
are given in Table I. The incidence is expressed as the ratio of new cases compared to
the number of live births in consecutive five-year periods (Central Office for Statistics,
The Hague). The data in Table I show that after a gradual increase up to 1950, the fre-
quency became stabilized around an average value of 1:15,560 for the period of 1950-
1969. The same tendency has been reported from Finland (230), where the frequency
increases from 1:33,000 in the period of 1925-1939 to 1:16,000 in the period of 1950-
1964. The figures reported from Norway (150), Denmark (97), the USA (36), Japan (146)
and Sweden (113) are all of the latter order (Table II). The gradual increase in the fre-
quency of retinoblastoma in The Netherlands is probably not due to an increase in the
occurrence of the disease, as suggested by Schappert-Kimmijser et al. (205), but to a de-
crease in the number of untraced cases and, consequently, to a more complete registra-
tion. This is illustrated by the facts that:

a) the incidence of retinoblastoma already showed the relatively high value of 1:18,900
in the period of 1925-1929, which Hemmes extensively surveyed;

b) the incidence has not further increased after the institution of a central registration
office for new cases.

From 1920 through 1969, there was, contrary to what was reported previously (205), no
increase in the percentage of bilateral involvement (Table I). If we compare two diffe-
rent 20-year periods, namely, 1920-1939 and 1950-1969, and assume that untraced cases
are proportionally equally divided over unilateral and bilateral patients, the percentages
of bilateral involvement were, respectively, 32.6% and 33.3%. The incidence of bilateral
retinoblastoma in the latter period was 1:47,000.
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Table 1. The incidence of retinoblastoma in The Netherlands*

Period

1900-04
1905-09
1910-14
1915-19

1920 - 24
1925 - 29
1930 - 34
1935 - 39
1940-44
i945 - 49
1950 - 54
1955 - 59
1960-64
1965 - 69

1920 - 39
1950 - 69

Number of retinoblastoma cases

Unilateral

13
23
12
16

17
35
23
20
26
46
55
47
51
51

95
204

Bilateral

3
2
5
5

13(43 %)
12(25.5%)
9(28 %)

12(37.5%)
11 (30 %)
25(35 %)
31(36 %)
22(32 %)
22(30 %)
27 (34.5%)

46 (32.6%)
102 (33.3%)

Incidence

(unilat. + bilat.)

1 : 52,600
1 : 34,200
1 : 50,400
1 :40,400

1 : 31,300
1 : 18,900
1 :27,550
1 :27,200
1 :26,650
1 : 17,500
1 : 13,350
1 : 17,000
1 : 16,900
1 : 15,500

1 :25,400
1 : 15,560

Total number of

live births

841,094
855,852
856,062
848,673

940,152
887,376
881,725
871,659
986,105

1,245,511
1,148,097
1,173,464
1,232,330
1,208,205

3,580,912
4,762,096

Data obtained from The Association for Prevention of Blindness

Table II. The incidence of retinoblastoma in different countries

Author

Tarkkanen (1971)
Tarkkanen (1971)
Mork (1961)
O.A. Jensen (1968)
Devesa (1975)
Minoda (1976)
Kock (1979)
This study

Country

Finland
Finland
Norway
Denmark
USA
Japan
Sweden
Holland

Period of survey

1925 - 39
1950 - 64
1953 - 60
1943 - 58
1969-71
1972 - 75
1958 - 71
1950 - 69

Incidence

: 33,000
: 16,000
: 17,000
: 18,000
: 18,000
: 16,400
: 18,000
: 15,560
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1.2. Sex

No sex prevalence is reported in the literature for the occurence of retinoblastoma. A
slight male predominance (165 males, 134 females, 7 unknown) was found in The Ne-
therlands in the period from 1950 through 1969. The percentage incidence of males was
(53.6 ± 1)% for both unilateral and bilateral cases, after correction for the different
numbers of births for each sex.

1.3. Age at diagnosis

Retinoblastoma is almost entirely restricted to early childhood and is often present at
birth. About 80% of all cases are diagnosed before the age of 3 years (36,98,146,150) to
4 years (97, 230). The development of retinoblastoma is very rare above the age of 6
years. This is possibly related to the fact that the target cell for transformation, the reti-
noblast, disappears by differentiation into a permanent postmitotic state.
There is a distinct difference between the age at diagnosis of unilateral and bilateral ca-
ses. The respective mean ages at diagnosis of bilateral and unilateral cases reported for
large patient series are around 8 and 26 months (119), 7 and 20 months (146) and 13 and
27 months (16). These data show that bilateral retinoblastoma is generally diagnosed
about 13 to 16 months earlier than the unilateral cases. It remains an open question
whether this is due to:
a) a basic mechanism involved in the genesis of retinoblastoma as will be discussed in

section 2.3.; or
b) the simple fact that children with two diseased and blinded eyes will sooner show a

more serious aberrant behaviour prompting earlier examination as compared to chil-
dren with only one involved eye.

For instance, the only two cases with sporadic unilateral retinoblastoma in our series of
radiation treated patients (Chapter III) were both, by fortunate accident, diagnosed at
the young ages of, respectively, 6.5 months (case nr. 22) and 10 months (case nr. 20).
Both patients proved to have a single relatively large tumour of 7 DD and 12 DD+, res-
pectively, in the posterior retina.

1.4. Parental age

It is often assumed that sporadic bilateral retinoblastoma is caused by a new germinal
mutation and that sporadic unilateral retinoblastoma is due mostly to somatic changes.
Since an advanced parental age, particularly paternal age, can affect the rate of germi-

+DD = disc diameter
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nal mutations and not that of somatic mutations (169), there would be additional evi-
dence for this hypothesis if such a correlation were to be found exclusively in sporadic
bilateral retinoblastoma. Indeed, an advanced parental age for only this group of pa-
tients has been found in a few studies on this subject (reviewed by Francois, 59). Most
support for the hypothesis comes from a study (168) on the mean parental age of 289
unilateral and 155 bilateral cases of sporadic retinoblastoma, showing a significantly (p
= 0.05) advanced paternal age of 1.21 years as compared with the national average.

1.5. Association with mental defects

Some reports mention the occurrence of multiple congenital abnormalities combined
with retinoblastoma. Taktikos (226) reported mental deficiency in 9 (3%) out of a series
of 300 cases, an incidence which appeared relatively high in relation to the overall inci-
dence in Great Britain (approximately 0.3%). In a later study in the U.S. (98), 53 among
1077 children with retinoblastoma were recorded as having major congenital malforma-
tions. Only severe mental retardation significantly exceeded expectation: 15 cases ob-
served as compared to 4.7 expected. It should be emphasized, however, that most reti-
noblastoma patients have no intellectual impairment, as confirmed by three studies (45,
120,255).

1.6. Spontaneous regression

There are over 50 reports of well-documentated cases of spontaneous regression of reti-
noblastoma. The first such case was reported by Knieper in 1911 (106). The largest se-
ries was reported by Boniuk and Zimmerman (17). In 6 out of 14 cases, unilateral reti-
noblastoma had undergone a spontaneous regression and had presented a phthisical
eye. In eight cases, the disease was bilateral with spontaneous regression in one eye and
a viable tumour in the other. Reviews of the literature have been given succesively by
Steward et al. (224) and Khodadoust et al. (103). Of the 50 cases of total spontaneous re-
gression reviewed in the last study, the tumour was bilateral in 43 and unilateral in 7 ca-
ses and the regression of tumour was bilateral in 10 and unilateral in 40 cases. In additi-
on, they reported on a family with retinoblastoma in which three brothers were found to
have bilateral spontaneous regression of the disease. Recently, Balmer and Gailloud (8)
reported the case of a father of two bilaterally affected sons who showed bilateral re-
gressed multiple retinoblastoma at funduscopic examination. A presumed case of bila-
teral regressed multiple retinoblastoma was reported by Morris et al. (151). Axelsen (6)
reported on twins, both of whom had bilateral retinoblastoma; one of them had a spon-
taneously regressed tumour in a microphthalmic eye. The mother of three of our pa-
tients (cases nrs. 10, 16 and 30, Chapter III), all three with bilateral retinoblastoma, re-
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vealed a small chorioretinal scar in the left eye at funduscopic examination. This might
also be a case for spontaneous regression.

A few theories have been advanced to explain the mechanism of spontaneous regressi-
on of retinoblastoma, none of which are completely convincing. One possible mecha-
nism of spontaneous unilateral regression resulting in phthisis bulbi has been suggested
by Reese (185). The tumour outgrows its own blood supply and thereby becomes necro-
tic, with toxic products in turn causing further destruction - a cycle which eventually
arrests and eliminates the lesion. But simultaneous bilateral regression of multiple reti-
noblastoma foci, with preservation of some sight without shrinkage of the eye(s) in some
cases, is difficult to explain on a vascular basis. Systemic factors such as immune res-
ponses by the host may be involved. Stallard (218) reported the case of a man with bila-
teral retinoblastoma in which, after enucleation of the first eye, tumour islands in the se-
cond eye spontaneously disappeared during an attack of scarlet fever. In a large group
of patients with retinoblastoma, of which twenty had spontaneous regression of the dis-
ease, Gallie et al. (65) attempted to test the hypothesis that spontaneous regression of
these tumours might have an immune pathogenesis linked to the Major Histocompati-
bility Complex (MHC). Typing for HLA-A and HLA-B antigens was done by serologi-
cal methods and for HLA-D antigens by mixed lymphocyte culture. In comparing spon-
taneous regressions to nonregressed tumours, they found a faint suggestion of a diffe-
rence in frequency of DW1 and DW2, but, in general, no linkage to any particular "im-
mune response" gene in the MHC could be demonstrated in nonregressed and sponta-
neously regressed retinoblastoma.

If the mechanism of spontaneous regression of retinoblastoma were known, this would
probably be useful in devising a more specific mode of therapy.

1.7. Mortality

Before the introduction of enucleation of the involved eye about a century ago (42),
every patient with retinoblastoma died, except in the case of the extremely rare occur-
rence of spontaneous regression of a not yet disseminated tumour. The first two patients
succesfully treated in The Netherlands were registered in 1875. In the last fifty years,
mortality was greatly decreased due to better investigative and diagnostic methods and
to an increasing dissemination of the knowledge that early diagnosis and prompt treat-
ment of retinoblastoma might save a patient's life. The 15-year survival rate of unilate-
rally and bilaterally involved patients increased in the successive periods 1920-1929 and
1950-1954 from 60% and 36% to 91% and 74%, respectively. The overall survival rate of
85% for the latter period compares with the four year survival rate of 86% for Great Bri-
tain in 1962-1968 (119) and 81% for the U.S. in 1960-1967 (98).
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Both studies show that:
a) death is relatively unlikely to occur in children under one year of age;
b) the death rate is the highest between two and five years of age with in the U.S., a

peak around three years of age.
The British study showed no significant difference in the survival rates for unilateral and
bilateral cases. Recently, Ellsworth (49) reported treatment results of 361 cases seen
between 1965 and 1972 in the retinoblastoma centre in New York. The 5-year survival
rate for both unilateral and bilateral cases were virtually the same at about 87%. Accor-
ding to Ellsworth, the overall mortality in countries with sophisticated medical practice
should not now exceed 8%.

1.8. Second primary tumours

A disturbingly large number of patients developing a second primary tumour after suc-
cessful treatment of retinoblastoma has been reported in the literature. The majority of
these second neoplasms are radition-related (Abramson et al. (1), 71% (57 out of 80 ca-
ses); Meadows et al. (138), 65% (11 out of 17 cases); Francois (60), 78% (83 out of 101
cases found in the literature up to 1974)). They occurred only in patients with bilateral
retinoblastoma, because unilaterally involved patients were almost categorically treated
by enucleation and not by radiotherapy (48,184). Sarcomas, particularly osteogenic sar-
comas, developing after a latent period of 9-12 years account for most of the radiogenic
and nonradiogenic second tumours.

An incidence of radiogenic primaries of nearly 10% was found in a series of 821 survi-
vors of bilateral retinoblastoma (1). The frequent occurrence of radiation related osteo-
sarcomas in orbit and skull (Francois (60), 84% (70 out of 83 cases); Abramson et al. (1),
33% (19 out of 57 cases)); Meadows et al. (138), 64% (7 out of 11 cases)), can be explained
by:
a) the use of orthovoltage therapy prior to the introduction of megavoltage therapy, de-

livering in bone a dose of at least 1.6 times the soft tissue dose;
b) the high tumour doses originally applied; the lowest reported tumour dose giving rise

to osteosarcoma was 8,000 R (200, 215); other types of tumours developed after lo-
wer doses;

c) the very young age at which the patients are treated; a more pronounced radiation
effect may be possible on young, rapidly growing and actively proliferating tissues.

Irradiation was quite often combined with chemotherapy, particularly with triethylene
melamine (TEM) which was introduced in 1953. It is not possible, however, to analyse
the effect of chemotherapy on the development of second primary tumours, because of
a great lack of treatment details in the reported cases. TEM can act, contrary to what is
often suggested in the ophthalmological literature, as a carcinogenic drug (32,212). The
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age at first exposure to chemical carcinogens has also been shown to be an important
risk factor (75). Therefore, very young children, like those with retinoblastoma, might
be especially susceptible to the carcinogenicity of anticancer drugs. It is also impossible
to estimate the risk of developing radiation induced tumours in long-term survivors of
retinoblastoma. There has been a gradual decrease in tumour dose from approximately
14,000 R prior to 1945 in orthovoltage therapy to the current doses of 35-45 Gy delive-
red in megavoltage therapy. Consequently, a great decrease in the incidence of radioge-
nic osteosarcomas from 30% (43) to an estimated 1-2% (43, 200) and, more recently, to
even 0.05-0.2% (236) has occurred. It is very unlikely that osteosarcoma will be induced
by the presently recommended doses delivered by megavoltage therapy; so far, no case
has been reported that could prove the opposite. On the other hand, radiogenic tu-
mours of other types have developed after relatively low tumour doses (1); according to
the hypothesis of Gray (71), an increase of radiation induced neoplasms other than oste-
osarcomas might be expected after the decrease in the applied tumour doses.

Although more rarely, second primary tumours unrelated to radiation therapy do occur
in patients with retinoblastoma. At least 50% of the reported nonradiogenic primaries
were osteogenic sarcomas predominantly of the lower extremities (Abramson et al. (1),
65% (12 out of 18 cases); Francois (60), 48% (11 out of 23 cases); Meadows et al. (138), 3
out of 5 cases). Schimke (207) described two siblings with bilateral retinoblastoma, both
developing osteogenic sarcoma of the right femur. Francois (60) reported the unique
observation of a sibship with four boys affected by retinoblastoma and one girl, not af-
fected by retinoblastoma, who developed an osteogenic sarcoma of the femur at the age
of 15 years. Several other types of nonradiogenic second tumours have been reported
(60, 104, 119, 138) with, as most intriguing cases, the two independent brain tumours
described and discussed by Jakobiec et al. (95). One patient developed a retrochiasmal
brain tumour interpreted as an ectopic nonmetastatic retinoblastoma before the age of
one year. The second patient developed a primary pineal tumour but no other metasta-
tic lesions at the age of nearly 3 years. Primary pinealoblastomas with retinoblastoma-
tous differentiation without the presence of retinoblastoma in the eye have also been
described (221).

Since nonradiogenic neoplasms occur almost exlusively in patients with the hereditary
type of retinoblastoma, it can be concluded that these patients have a particular suscep-
tibility to develop other malignant tumours. Support for this hypothesis comes from the
observation that fibroblasts derived from patients with hereditary retinoblastoma ap-
pear to be more sensitive to the effects of radiation than do fibroblasts from patients
with sporadic unilateral retinoblastoma or those from normal controls (171, 250). Re-
trospective studies (209) have shown that individuals with defects in the repair of DNA
damage are more prone to the development of cancer. Genetic changes leading to ma-
lignancy might increase the capacity of cells to grow in vitro under suboptimal conditi-
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ons. Recently, Phillips et al. (172) reported that skin fibroblasts of retinoblastoina pa-
tients showed significantly better growth potentials than skin fibroblasts from age-mat-
ched controls.
The finding that osteosarcomas account for the majority of the second primary tumours
suggests that osteoblasts are specifically susceptible to mutation in some or all of the ge-
netically predisposed patients. However, it is difficult to imagine how, on the one hand,
osteosarcomas arise within the irradiated area after relatively very high radiation doses
only and, on the other, outside the irradiated area after no radiation dose at all. It is also
to be emphasized that metastatic cells of retinoblastoma outside the eye may closely re-
semble sarcomatous cells. This sometimes prevents differentiation between late metas-
tasis of retinoblastoma and a second primary neoplasm (1,60).

2. Genesis and Genetics

2.1. Heredity

It was recognized only recently that retinoblastoma could be inherited after the first sur-
vivors producing affected offspring were observed. Subsequently many cases of familial
occurrence have been reported (48, 78, 80, 135, 205) in up to four successive generati-
ons (143). The analyses (59,136,205,217,246) of accumulated material of affected pedi-
grees and of the percentages of affected offspring of patients who had unilateral or bila-
teral retinoblastoma clearly indicate the existence of a hereditary and a nonhereditary
type of the disease.

The hereditary form of retinoblastoma is in most of the cases due to a new germinal mu-
tation in a healthy parent and in a few of the cases inherited from either an unaffected
parent carrying the gene or a parent who survived the disease.
A genetic study (136) on 261 affected pedigrees which were reported in the literature
showed that:
1. The segregation ratio among the offspring of bilaterally and unilaterally affected car-
rier parents was, respectively, 0.49 ± 0.05 and 0.42 ± 0.05, which is consistent with a
nearly fully penetrant dominant gene;
2. The expressivity in the affected children increases with increasing expressivity in the
carrier parent: there was 54.1% bilaterally affected when the parent was unaffected,
76.2% when the parent was unilaterally affected and 89.8% when the parent was bilate-
rally affected.

All bilateral cases of sporadic retinoblastoma are to be regarded as hereditary and can
be the starting-points of a new line of the disorder when the patients reach reproductive.
age.
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The sporadic unilateral retinoblastoma cases consist of two genetically dissimilar
groups. The majority of these cases are not hereditary. They are regarded as due to a so-
matic mutation or phenocopy giving rise to no danger of transmission. But 5-10% (59,
135, 217) of the sporadic unilateral cases are due to a new dominant germinal mutation
that by chance affects only one eye, giving an equal risk for transmission as for the fully
expressed bilateral cases. At present, it is not possible to differentiate the new germinal
mutations from the nonhereditary forms among these sporadic unilateral cases, except
when, in a later stage, other sibs are affected. Another possibility to seperate the two ty-
pes of the disease might be the different growth pattern of cells from them in tissue cul-
ture (178).

The frequency of the occurrence of heritable retinoblastoma in a population is, like any
dominant trait, determined by the rate at which the abnormal genes are being produced
(mutations) and the rate at which they are eliminated by a lowered reproductive fitness
of the recipients of the gene. After the introduction of life-saving enucleation of the dis-
eased eye(s), reproductive fitness, which was originally zero, certainly has improved,
leading to an increase in the frequency of heritable retinoblastoma.
There are two indications in the Dutch material of registered patients that reproductive
fitness and, consequently, the frequency of the heritable form of the disease soon rea-
ched a new equilibrium and has remained constant from 1920 through 1969. First, the
percentage of bilateral retinoblastoma, indicative for the overall percentage of the heri-
table type, did not change in the successive periods 1920-1939 and 1950-1969 (± 33%,
Table I). Secondly, the percentage contribution of patients from affected parents to the
total number of patients was almost equal for both successive periods, respectively,
8.5% (6 affected parents producing 12 affected children in a total number of 144 pa-
tients) and 9.5% (19 affected patients producing 29 affected children in a total number
of 306 patients). The reason that reproductive fitness remained the same despite a de-
crease in mortality is probably due to the severe social limitations of bilaterally blinded
patients (217). Only patients with unilateral retinoblastoma that is of the heritable form
in only a minority of cases are socially inconspicuous and have a normal offspring ex-
pectancy (246).

However, without careful genetic counseling, the frequency of hereditary retinoblasto-
ma will certainly increase in the future due to:
a) a greatly improved survival rate, of about 90% at present;
b) a better prognosis for vision with the current treatment modalities.

2.2. Chromosomal anomalies

Many chromosome investigations have been undertaken since it was suggested (226)
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that retinoblastoma associated with congenital abnormalities could have a chromoso-
mal origin.

So far, 8 cases of retinoblastoma associated with chromosal aneuploidy have been re-
ported: three cases of trisomy 21 (14, 98, 226) and five single cases of, respectively, 46,
XX/47, XX, +21 (26), 48, XXX, +21 (35, 255), 48, XXY, +21 (188), 47, XXY (255) and
49, XXXXY (patient no. 11, Chapter III; Tan et al., 227).

Up to now at least 25 patients with retinoblastoma associated with a partial deletion of a
long arm or ring formation of a D-group chromosome, identified as chromosome 13 in
19 instances, have been reported. In 8 cases (68, 70, 102, 117, 157: 2 cases, 231, 233), a
technique was used which did not permit distinction between the three chromosomes of
the D-group (chromosome 13, 14 and 15) in 6 cases, while, in 2 cases with an abnormal
chromosome 13, the location of the deletion could not be determined.
The missing segment could be determined for 17 patients after the introduction of bet-
ter staining and banding techniques. All patients had an interstitial deletion of the long
arm of chromosome 13 with breakpoints at:

1) in one case, 13(ql4.1 - ql4.3), case 2 of Yunis and Ramsay (264);
2) in 5 cases, 13(ql2 - ql4), Francke (58), Walbaum et al. (247), Welch et al.

(252), Wilson et al. (255), Howard et al. (90). These breakpoints
were not specified in the lattf r article but are derived from the par-
tial karyotypes in their Figure 6;

3) in one case, 13(q 13- q22), case 1 of Yunis and Ramsay (264);
4) in 4 cases, 13(ql4 - q22), patient no. 6, Chapter III - van Hemel (77), Knud-

son et al. (111), Orye et al. (160 and 161), Wilson et al. (254) - this
breakpoint interpretation is different from that noted in their arti-
cle of 1973 but is instead that given by the same authors in a later
review of this case (M.B.) in 1977 (255);

5) in one case. 13(ql3-q31), Ozawaetal. (164);
6) in one case, 13(q 12- q21), patient no. 26, Chapter III - van Hemel (77);
7) in one case, 13(ql2 - q22), Riccardi et al. (189);
8) in one case, 13(q 14 - q32), Francois et al. (61);
9) in one case, 13ql4, t(13q-; Xp+), translocation with secondary deletion of a

portion of the q 14 band, Cross et al. (33);
10) in one case, 13(ql2 - q21), an unreported case of J. de Grouchy mentioned in

Walbaum etal. (247).

Bilateral retinoblastoma occurred in at least 15 out of the 25 patients with D-chromoso-
me deletions. These patients also showed psychomotor and mental retardation varying
from mild in 9 cases to severe in 13 cases and unknown in 3. There was growth retarda-
tion in many of the cases and several other typical congenital abnormalities, particular-
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ly, cleft or highly arched palate, large or low set ears, fifth finger clinodactyly and a few
cases of microcephaly. A unique observation was an ultrastructurally abnormal retina
(189). Niebuhr and Ottosen (155) have suggested a provisional phenotypic map of chro-
mosome 13 which correlates deletions of various segments of the chromosome with the
presence or absence of the various congenital malformations and clinical symptoms.

In comparing the probable locations of the reported deletions (Fig. 1-1), it appears that
band 13ql4 is the only one common to all. In at least 10 cases of deletion of chromoso-
me 13 without involvement of the 13ql4 reviewed by Francois et al. (62), no retinoblas-
toma was found. Francke (58), Knudson (111) and Wilson (255) propose this band as the
precise iocation of a gene (or genes) responsible for normal development of the retina.
Mutation deletion of this gene could give rise to retinoblastoma behaving clinically like
the hereditary type. Mild retardation with no or minor malformations is observed in
about half of the retinoblastoma patients with I3q-. Therefore, there is the possibility
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Figure 1-1. Diagrammatic representation of the normal chromosome no. 13 and, indicated by vertical
bars, the probable locations of the deletions as reported for seventeen patients with retino-
biastoma (see text). It appears that band q 14 is the only one common to all.
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that more retinoblastoma patients without congenital abnormalities do present minute
chromosome deletions, which are very difficult to detect at present, even with banding.
Illustrative is case 2 of Yunis and Ramsey (264). The small partial deletion 13(ql4.1 -
ql4.3) found in a patient with retinoblastoma and with only some minor abnormalities
could be confirmed only by using highly elongated and banded prophase chromosomes.
In addition, features of a generalized malformation syndrome and an increased inciden-
ce of mental retardation have been reported in some patients with retinoblastoma (sec-
tion 1.5.). Knight et al. (107 and 108) reported on two families in which an identifiable
chromosome 13 segregated with the retinoblastoma from an affected parent to the af-
fected children. The unaffected children had inherited the other chromosome 13 from
their respective unaffected parents. Riccardi et al. (189) discussed a boy with bilateral
retinoblastoma and multiple congenital anomalies which showed an interstitial deletion
(qI2.5 - q22.1) of chromosome 13. The patient's sister, his mother and her mother ap-
peared to be balanced carriers of a 12; 13 insertional translocation of a segment of 13q,
which corresponded to the patient's deleted segment. These findings gave further evi-
dence for the hypothesis that all cases of genetically predisposed retinoblastoma are as-
sociated with a submicroscopically mutation or deletion of the long arm of chromoso-
me 13, inherited prezygotically.

The exact role of band 13ql4 in the development of retinoblastoma is not known. Al-
though it is tempting to postulate the presence of a retinoblastoma gene locus on band
13ql4, several other chromosomal abnormalities have also been reported. The cases of
chromosomal aneuploidy have already been mentioned. Moorhead and Evans (147) re-
ported a fusion translocation t(21q; 22q) in all cells of a child with unilateral retinoblas-
toma. Bee et al. (9) presented two patients with unilateral retinoblastoma associated
with chromosomal rearrangements. In the first case, a pericentric inversion of chromo-
some 9 was observed in both the child and his unaffected father. In the second case, a
reciprocal translocation t(3; 12) (q29; ql5) was found in the child and his unaffected fa-
ther. These findings suggest that, in retinoblastoma, a more generalized effect of chro-
mosomal imbalance rather than a single retinoblastoma gene locus on 13q may be res-
ponsible.

In order to include all possibilities without denying the existence of a retinoblastoma lo-
cus per se. Riccardi et al. (189) suggest an alternative term and concept. The term is the
haplicon and the concept is that of a contiguous array of genes which, when represen-
ted singly where double representation is usual, accounts for a more or less specific syn-
drome or complex of features (189). Further precise cytogenetic study utilizing high -
resolution banding techniques is strongly recommended for all patients with retinoblas-
toma, to elucidate the role of chromosomal 13q- deletions and other abnormalities in
the development of this disease.
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2.3. Genesis

Many attempts have been made to explain:
a) the occurrence of both hereditary and nonhereditary retinoblastoma;
b) the development of multiple tumour foci in one or both retinas of gene carriers;
c) the difference in age at diagnosis of unilaterally and bilaterally involved patients.
One of the most intriguing theories, developed by Knudson (109), is the hypothesis that
retinoblastoma may be a cancer caused by two successive mutational events. In the do-
minantly inherited form, one mutation is inherited via the germinal cells and the second
occurs in a somatic retinal cell. In the nonhereditary form, two somatic mutations occur
in the same retinal cell. Patients inheriting a germinal mutation are expected to usually
develop more than one tumour focus in one or both retinas and to develop them earlier
than noncarriers. The probability that two somatic mutations occur in a retinal cell is
extremely low, so that nonhereditary cases are invariably unifocal.
Since the fraction of cases not yet diagnosed as a function of age predicted by the ex-
pression presented by Knudson (109) differed from the later reported age incidence in a
large patient series (16), the probabilistic model was further refined (83,110). The most
recent and more generalized two-mutation model (83) fits well to the observed data on
ages at diagnosis of hereditary bilateral, hereditary unilateral and nonhereditary unilate-
ral retinoblastoma. In this model, it is assumed that the delay between onset and diagno-
sis of the disease is the same for both the sporadic unilateral and the sporadic bilateral
cases. This is questionable, however, as discussed in section 1.3. Also questionable, al-
though not of great influence on the model, is the number of target cells for transforma-
tion. Ohnishi (158) recently reported that retinoblastoma probably develops from a mul-
tipotential embryonic retinal cell which is capable of differentiating into either a neuro-
nal or a glial cell. In the model, the number of target cells per retina is estimated at 2 x
106 cells as against the much larger number of 1.1 x 10s rod cells 0sterberg (163) coun-
ted in the adult human retina. The vast majority of the precursory retinoblasts are alrea-
dy present before birth, as is known from the development of the human eye (132). Be-
sides, the suggestion that the estimated 106 retina! cells are simply generated in 20 suc-
cessive cell doublings and 9/10 of the final number of cells is generated after birth in the
last 3 cell doublings is in direct contradiction with the actual development of the retina
(132).

Knudson (109) assumes that, in some instances, the germinal mutation can arise as a re-
sult of a delayed mutation or labile premutation (5,82) to explain:
a) the families in which more distant relatives have been affected without the disease in

intervening members;
b) after expression of the gene, the increase in penetrance and expressivity of the gene

in the children with increasing expressivity in the parent.
On the other hand, Matsunaga (136) argues that there is little need to postulate the mo-
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del of delayed mutation. He supposes, on the analogy of the multifactorial model with
two thresholds (187), a host resistance model in which either inherited host resistance or
suppressor genes at other loci play a significant role in the manifestation of the major
gene for retinoblastoma. He further suggests that the nonhereditary form of retinoblas-
toma may occur in the most susceptible group of the population.

At present, there is no evidence as to how the mutations giving rise to the nonhereditary
and hereditary forms of retinoblastoma arise and whether they are due to environmen-
tal factors (carcinogenic, virus or ionizing radiation), genetic factors (inheritance of mu-
tant gene or vertically transmitted virus) or a combination of the two (see review, Stein
etal., 222). The possibility of a viral role in the etiology of retinoblastoma (3,265) is par-
ticularly interesting in view of the reports (112, 152, 153) that retinoblastoma-like tu-
mours could be induced in rats by injection of human adenovirus type 12 into the vitre-
ous cavity immediately after birth. According to Yabe (261), about three percent of the
total population of new born infants acquire no antibody against adenovirus type 12.

3. Pathology

3.1. Histogenesis

Various controversial views of the histogenesis of retinoblastoma have been advocated
since the last century (42). In 1864, Virchow (245) suggested that the tumours arise from
the neuroglial elements of the retina and introduced the term "glioma retinae". This
name was used for a long time, because only glial elements were considered to be capa-
ble of reproduction after the retina had completely differentiated. Flexner (55) in 1891
and Wintersteiner (256) in 1894 described rosettes (Fig. I-3-D) and proposed the name
"neuro-epithelioma" because of the strong resemblance of the tumour cells to the rod
and cone cells (Fig. I-3-E). In 1922, Verhoef proposed the term "retinoblastoma", with
the rationale that the tumour might arise from the retinoblast. This term has now been
generally accepted. In elaborate light microscopic and electron microscopic studies on
the cells constituting rosettes and fleurettes in retinoblastoma, Ts'o and associates (238,
239, 240, 241) noted a strong resemblance to the photoreceptor cells in the embryonic
developing retina. Since neuroglial-like cells were not observed the tumour, the authors
concluded that retinoblastomas are neuronal neoplasms. Similar studies and findings
gave further evidence for the neuroblastic origin of this tumour (39, 176). In a more re-
cent extensive electron microscopic study of the rosettes in a number of retinoblasto-
mas, Ohnishi (158) obtained evidence suggesting that the rosette is at least composed of
both visual cells and glial (possibly Miiller) cells. Glial cell differentiation was also ob-
served by Radnot (180) and by Mashiah and Barishak (134). Ohnishi (158) concluded
that retinoblastoma arises from neither the developing neuronal nor glial cells, but from
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the multipotential embryonic retinal cell capable of differentiating into both of these
cellular systems.

3.2. Macroscopic aspects

Retinoblastoma may originate from all three retinal nuclear layers (Fig. 1-2). When they
arise from the inner layers, the tumour extends into the vitreous cavity; these tumours
are refferred to as the endophytic type (Fig. I-3-B) and are the more common (48). If
they originate in the external cell layer, the tumour tends to grow into the subretinal
space, progressively detaching the retina (exophytic type, Fig. 1-4). These two types of
tumour do not differ microscopically. It is often impossible to determine from which re-
tinal layer the tumour has originated. A third and rare type of retinoblastoma is the dif-
fuse infiltrating tumour which does not form a tumour mass (Fig. I-6-B). Morgan (148)
found no more than 10 (1.4%) of these diffuse infiltrating tumours in a series of 720 ca-
ses of retinoblastoma examined histologically.

Vitreous

space

Figure 1-2. Retinoblastoma originating from all three retinal nuclear layers.
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Figure 1-3. A. Section of an eye showing two independent tumour foci. B. Endophytic growing tumour.
The tumour shows many rosettes. C. Perivascular growth pattern. D. Flexner-Winterstei-
ner rosettes. E. Section of detached retina showing outer nuclear layer, limiting membrane
and swollen rods and cones projecting into the subretinal space. Compare this structure
with that of rosettes (D).
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Figure I-3-E

Figure 1-4. Section of an eye showing an exophytic tumour detaching the retina.
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3.3. Differentiation

Microscopically, the tumour mass often shows areas of different degrees of differentiati-
on.
The typical, undifferentiated, retinoblastoma cells are small, round or polygonal, have
scanty cytoplasm and large chromatin-rich nuclei. The cells are closely packed in the
main tumour masses but, because of lack of stroma, are poorly adherent to each other.
The more differentiated tumour cells are characterized by rosette formation (Fig. 1-3-
B). A Flexner-Wintersteiner rosette is formed by cuboidal or low columnar shaped cells
arranged around a central lumen (Fig. I-3-D). A further stage of tumour cell differentia-
tion is characterized by the more rare fleurettes first described by Ts'o et al. (240), con-
sisting of a cluster of tumour cells forming flower-like arranged photoreceptor element
processes (Fig. 1-5).

Figure 1-5. Fleurette (Photograph kindly provided by W.A. Manschot).
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3.4. Multiple foci

Although retinoblastoma can appear as a solitary mass, it usually and characteristically
arises in multiple foci of growth. While, particularly in the more advanced stages, some
of these foci may be due to metastatic seeding, there is no doubt that many of them are
independent primary tumours. Early ophthalmoscopic investigation of patients suspec-
ted of familiar retinoblastoma often reveals multiple foci. The mean number of tumours
distributed over the two retinas in bilateral cases found at clinical examination is 4-6
(105,219). So far, there is litte evidence for the hypothesis of Knudson (109) that multi-
ple primary foci occur exclusively in the hereditary form of the disease. Because of de-
layed diagnosis, unilateral sporadic retinoblastoma is usually so far advanced that, if the
vitreous cavity is not yet completely filled with tumour, it is often impossible to distin-
guish satellite lesions from primary foci. However, as mentioned in section 1.3., the two
early diagnosed sporadic unilateral cases from our conservatively treated patients series
(Chapter III) both had a solitary tumour.

The high incidence of multiple tumour foci (Ellsworht (48), 84% of the eyes; this study,
75%) is an important indication to consider the entire retina as being at risk in case of
conservative treatment of an affected eye.

3.5. Perivascular growth

In retinoblastoma, the rate of proliferation of the tumour cells often exceeds the prolife-
rative capacity of the capillary endothelial cells, resulting in regions which are inadequa-
tely supplied with essential nutrients (228). This accounts for the characteristic perivas-
cular growth pattern of a retinoblastoma (Figs. I-3-C, 1-7, 1-10-A) consisting of cylindri-
cal cords of viable cells around blood vessels with areas of focal or massive necrosis at a
constant radial distance of about 90-1 lOjim from the vessel wall. Cell cycle duration is
shorter and the growth fraction is higher adjacent to the capillaries (85). Since centrifu-
gal migration of cells results in cell death at a fixed distance from blood vessels, the
growth of the tumour must result mainly from elongation of the cords. A slightly diffe-
rent growth pattern can be seen in the smal! endophytic tumour of Figure I-3-B. The
outer border of the tumour consists of a 70 urn thich nonvascular layer of viable tumour
cells expanding into the vitreous, which provides the nutrients, and leaving a necrotic
area behind.
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Figure 1-6. A. Section of an eye with retinoblastoma showing thickening of the retina, seeding and im-
plantation growth. B. All layers of the retina are involved with flat growing tumour. Free
floating tumour nodules grow in suspension in the vitreous from metastasized tumour cells.
C. Many retinoblastoma cells are disseminated in the vitreous and the aqueous. Most of the
cells are necrotic. Tumour cells surround the ciliary processes and part of the iris, which is
infiltrated at its base. Note formation of a fibrovascular membrane on the anterior surface
of the iris and angle (arrows).
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Figure 1-7. Cylindrical arrangements of viable tumour cells around capillaries within areas of massive
necrosis.

3.6. Seeding

Because of the lack of cohesion of the tumour cells and the necrosis, retinoblastomas
are often friabel and may easily disseminate into the vitreous and aquaeous humour.
Nodules grown from these tumour cells floating freely in the vitreous, cause the pheno-
menon clinically known as vitreous seeding (Fig. I-6-B). They have no blood vessels and
obtain their nutrition from the surrounding vitreous, resembling cells in tissue culture.
Under these conditions, cells remain viable on the surface of the floating nodules while
the cells in the necrotic center die, leading to the formation of cystic structures. These
spheroids rarely exceed a diameter of 1 mm (57).
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Figure 1-8. Section from an eye with retinoblastoma showing implantation growth on the retinal pig-
ment epithelium in the subretinal space near the ora serrata. The cystic tumour resting on
the pigment epithelium is invading the choroid (arrow)

anterior chamber

Figure 1-9. Implantation growth of retinoblastoma on the trabeculae in the chamber angle. Note neo-
vascularization at the anterior surface of the iris.



3.7. Implantation growth

Disseminated tumour cells may reach the surface of practically any intraocular tissue.
This may first occur on the normal retinal surface (Fig, I-6-B) or behind the detached
retina on the retinal pigment epithelium (Fig. 1-8). In a later stage, tumour cells may be
carried into the posterior and anterior chambers and may grow on the surface of the iris
(Fig. I-6-C) and the cornea in the region of the angle (Figs. I-6-C, 1-9). Tumour seeds
resting on the retinal pigment epithelium may grow through the epithelium and Bruch's
membrane into the choroid (Fig. 1-8). A common site where tumour seeds may be trap-
ped and grow as separate foci is the subretinal space near the ora serrata (Fig. 1-8). With
radiotherapy of more advanced retinoblastomas, this region has to be included in the
treatment field as a prophylactic measure.

3.8. Invasion of the optic nerve and the choroid

A most important characteristic of retinoblastoma is its tendency to invade the optic
nerve. This may occur by direct extension from the retina into the optic nerve or by ex-
tension from the invaded choroid into the meningeal spaces of the optic nerve sheath. A
first stage of invasion of the optic nerve is often seen in enucleated eyes with tumour ad-
jacent to the optic disc (Fig. I-10). If tumour growth proceeds as far as 10 mm into the
nerve, tumour cells may pass along the central retinal vessels to the subarachnoid space
and may spread intracranially by cerebrospinal fluid circulation. The prognosis of reti-
noblastoma is, among others, directly related to optic nerve involvement: the farther it
has progressed, the higher the mortality rate (19).
When eyes with retinoblastoma are conservatively treated with radiotherapy, about 5-
10 mm of the optic nerve has to be included in the treatment field prophylactically, es-
pecially if tumour foci are present near the disc. In case of enucleation of an eye with
advanced retinoblastoma, it is prognostically of essential importance to obtain as long
an optic nerve as possible.
Invasion of the choroid may occur directly from the primary tumour or from implanta-
tion metastases (Fig. 1-8). Once the tumour cells reach the choriocapillaries, haemato-
genous metastases with decreasing likelihood of favourable prognosis become possible
(19). The tumour can disseminate by direct extension through the sclera or along the
emissary vessels into the orbital tissues.
Invasion of the choroid, the sclera and the optic nerve up to the plane of surgical tran-
section, as shown in Figure 1-11, has an extremely poor prognosis.
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Figure MO. A. Section of eye showing a large retinoblastoma with a perivascular growth pattern. The
lens is cataractous. B. Retinoblastoma has extended to, but not beyond, the lamina cribro-

(right eye of patient no. 14, Chapter III).
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Figure 1-11. Section of an eye with retinoblastoma extending outside the globe. The choroid (arrow I),
the sclera (arrow 2) and the optic nerve beyond the section of surgery (arrow 3) are heavily
invaded by the tumour. Note the extrabulbar tumour mass (arrow 4).

3.9. Other histopathologicalfindings

A. Neovascularization of the iris

An abnormal fibrovascular layer composed of thin walled capillaries and variable
amounts of fibrous tissue is frequently (in 44% of the enucleated eyes (145, 248)) found
on the anterior surface of the iris (Figs. I-6-C and 9). It appears to be most conspicious
in eyes with long standing and, consequently, more advanced retinoblastoma (248) and
is probably induced by "tumour angiogenesis factor(s)" (TAF) (57,130, 145,171).
Iris neovascularization with synechial closure of the chamber angle is a common me-
chanism for glaucoma induction (145, 248, 263). It is interesting that neovascularization
of the retina that would also be expected due to the presence of TAF is probably inhibi-
ted by a specific inhibition factor in the vitreous humour (167).
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B. Cataract

Cataractous changes of the lens may occur in eyes with advanced retinoblastoma. They
are mostly observed histologically and seldom clinically. These changes, which are very
much like those seen in the irradiated lens (Chapter IV), may vary from a distorted lens
bow and the presence of young nucleated fiber cells under the posterior capsule to far
behind the equator and the formation of small vacuoles in the posterior subcapsular
zone to, eventually, a total cararact (Fig. I-10-A). The longer lasting and the more ad-
vanced the retinoblastoma, the more serious the cataractous changes which indicate
that the supply of nutrients and oxygen from the aqueous and vitreous to the fast gro-
wing lens in the early years has become more and more insufficient.
A lens with early cataractous changes due to the presence of retinoblastoma may be
more sensitive to radiation than a healthy lens and, after conservative radiotherapy of
the eye, may develop earlier a more serious radiation cataract at a relative low radiation
dose to the lens. The total cataract which the left eye of patient no. 14 developed within
7 months after radiotherapy is illustrative for this possibility (Chapter IV-3).

3.10. Metastases

As mentioned earlier, extraocular extension of retinoblastoma can occur via the optic
nerve along the central retinal vessels and the subarachnoid space, via choroidal invasi-
on along the emissary vessels or by contiguous growth through the sclera. A detailed
description of the various possible routes followed by the retinoblastoma cells from wi-
thin the affected eye to various parts of the body is given by Carbajal (23). Metastatic
spread to local sites frequently occurs to intracranial structures, orbital tissues and skull
bones. Haematogenous metastases to distant sites often occur to the distal bones (119,
185). Lymph nodes, especially the pre-auricular (64), cervical and submandibular (52),
are often involved, due to lymphatic drainage from regional metastases (23).

4. Diagnosis

4.1. Symptoms

The appearance of retinoblastoma varies according to the stage at which the child is
first seen. The disease is rarely diagnosed in an early stage unless a family history of reti-
noblastoma leads to early ophthalmoscopic investigation of the eyes under general
anaesthesia.
The most frequent symptoms leading to the detection of retinoblastoma are:
1. A white pupillary reflex, known as a cat's eye reflex (Fig. 1-12) or leukokoria, from a
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tumor mass behind the pupillary aperture, in 56% (48) to 76% (119) of the cases. Relati-
vely small tumours arising in the macular region may present this reflex earlier than tu-
mours arising in the peripheral retina, which are seen only if larger (48,186).
2. Strabismus due to poor vision from involvement of the central retinal area by the tu-
mour, in about 22% of the cases (48,119).
Less common symptoms leading to the detection of retinoblastoma are a red, painful
eye with glaucoma, poor vision and pupil irregularity.
An extensive and detailed description of the various symptoms presented by retinoblas-
toma and conditions which may give similar clinical pictures which are to be considered
in the differential diagnosis can be found in Howard et al. (87), Ellsworth (48) and Reese
(186).
The incidence of erroneous diagnosis of retinoblastoma reported in the literature varies
from 7% out of 300 cases (89), 16% out of 49 cases (191) to 30% out of 280 cases (114).
With regard to bilateral versus unilateral disease, Howard (89) found, respectively, 0%
(the second eye in 131 cases) and 12% (in 169 cases) errors in the diagnosis.

Figure 1-12. Leukokoria in a patient with retinoblastoma.
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4.2. Diagnostic techniques

4.2.1. Ophthalmoscopy

The (binocular) indirect ophthalmoscope is the most important instrument for examina-
tion of the fundus. Complete investigation of both eyes has to be performed under gene-
ral anaesthesia with the pupils maximally dilated. Scleral indentation around the entire
circumference of the ora is of vital importance to detect tumours, which are frequently
present in the region of the ora serrata (89) and which otherwise may not be visualized.
The ophthalmoscopic appearance of retinobiastoma depends of the type and the time
of tumour growth. An endophytic growing tumour generally appears as a whitish or pin-
kish, hemispheral mass with newly formed blood vessels on its surface. Calcium forma-
tion can often be seen as chalk white or brilliant deposits in the tumour. An early exo-

Figure 1-13. Ophthalmoscopic appearance of an early retinobiastoma near the optic disc.
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phytic or intraretinal retinoblastoma may appear as a vey slightly elevated, poorly de-
marcated, light-coloured patch (Fig. 1-13).

4.2.2. Ultrasonography

Two-dimensional B-scan ultrasonography may be of great value in demonstrating the
presence or absence of a mass in the posterior segment in cases were the fundus is ob-
scured by an overlying detachment, a haemorrhage in the vitreous or a cataract after ra-
diotherapy (223). The one dimensional A-scan technique may be used for tissue diffe-
rentiation of retinoblastoma from similarly appearing lesions by determination of the
acoustic reflectivity typical for the lesion (162).

4.2.3. Examination of the aqueous humor

A. Cytologicalinvestigation

Biopsy of the tumour itself is extremely dangerous (81) and should never be done if reti-
noblastoma is suspected. Cytological examination of the aqueous humour may occasio-
nally be a diagnostic aid, especially in older patients with an atypical form of retinoblas-
toma like the flat diffuse growing type (208). However, the results can also be false nega-
tive (190).

B. Aqueous humour enzymes

Several authors (2, 38, 54, 175,225) reported elevated lactic acid dehydrogenase (LDH)
levels in the aqueous humour of patients with retinoblastoma. LDH, an enzyme found
in tissues with glycolytic metabolism, is probably liberated from the retinoblastoma into
its surrounding fluid medium and diffuses forward through the vitreous and into the
aqueous humour. The authors propose the determination of the aqueous LDH level as
a diagnostic adjunct in the diagnosis of retinoblastoma. Romano et al. (192) suggest that
such studies may also be useful to determine the efficacy of radiation therapy when the
eye is not removed. McDonald et al. (137) pointed out the many pitfalls which may lead
to erroneous results in the investigation of LDH and they also emphasized the need for
rigorous standardization of the LDH studies to avoid these errors.
Retinoblastoma can also be associated with:
a) an increase in the globulin content in the aqueous humour and an albumin/globulin

ratio below unity (37);
b) an increase in the aqueous humour enzyme phosphoglucose isomerase (54).
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Theoretically, detection of tumour angiogenesis factor (TAF) produced by the tumour
and diffusing into the aqueous humour might also be a diagnostic tool.

4.2.4. Other diagnostic procedures

The 32P test in cases of retinoblastoma is of doubtful reliability (40) and should not be
applied to children with a lesion suspected of being a retinoblastoma, to avoid unneces-
sary exposure to radiation. Determination of vanilmandelic acid (VMA) in the urine of
retinoblastoma patients is of no diagnostic value (62). Also doubtful is the value of stan-
dard roentgenography for detection of intraocular calcium, commonly occurring with
retinoblastoma, as a diagnostic aid (21).
Computed tomography, which is already a very useful aid in assessing extraocular ex-
tension of retinoblastoma (69), may, after further improvement of spatial resolution,
also be applied for detection of intraocular calcium deposits and for the determination
of the exact size of the tumour(s).

5. Treatment

5.1. Introduction

The approach in the management of retinoblastoma depends on the size of the tumour
and the extent of disease. Before treatment, the patient should have a complete medical
check-up to determine whether the tumour is confined to the eye or whether there is al-
ready orbital extension or evidence of metastasis. Both eyes should be closely studied
and the tumours accurately mapped as to size, location and vascularity before and at re-
gular intervals after treatment. This is of essential importance to assess whether there is
evidence of regression or active growth of the treated lesions and if new tumour foci
have appeared. For evaluation of the treatment results, each eye is graded according to
the prognostic scheme proposed by Reese and Ellsworth (184) (Table III). As recently
emphasized by Ellsworth (51), this scheme is designed merely to define the suitability of
an eye for conservative treatment and has nothing to do with mortality.
There is an increasing tendency to consider each affected eye separately when deciding
whether the eye should be enucleated, which is still the most effective and safest way to
treat retinoblastoma, or whether an attempt should be made to save the eye if there is
any chance of preserving or restoring useful vision. This is a great improvement compa-
red with the old strict rule of enucleation of the affected eye in all sporadic unilateral ca-
ses and of the most severely affected eye in bilateral cases. Prompt enucleation is now
indicated only when there is clinical evidence of optic nerve involvement or is assumed
when opaque media prevent ophthalmoscopic investigation of the optic disc (13).
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Table III. Prognostic classification of intraocular retinoblastoma+

Group I - Very favourable.
A. Solitary tumour less than 4 dd.* in size, at or behind the equator.
B. Multiple tumours, none over 4 dd. in size, all at or behind the equator.

Group II - Favourable.
A. Solitary tumour 4 to 10 dd. in size, at or behind the equator.
B. Multiple tumours, 4 to 10 dd. in size, behind the equator.

Group HI - Doubtful.
A. Any lesion anterior to the equator.
B. Solitary tumours larger than 10 dd. behind the equator.

Group IV - Unfavourable.
A. Multiple tumours, some larger than 10 dd.
B. Any lesion extending anteriorly to the ora serrata.

Group V — Very unfavourable.
A. Massive tumours involving over half the retina.
B. Vitreous seeding.

+ from Reese and Ellsworth (184). * dd. = disc diameter« 1.6 mm.

The various treatment modalities for intraocular retinoblastoma presently availabel are:
1. treatment techniques directed to the tumour bearing areas of the retina only: light

coagulation, cryotherapy, radioactive applicators and the presently rarely used dia-
thermy;

2. external irradiation, treating the entire retina;
3. chemotherapy, acting systemically.
The choice of one or a combination of these treatment methods depends on the size,
the location and number of the lesions, the treatment facilities and the experience gai-
ned in the centre in dealing with these patients, and the opinion as to whether or not the
entire retina has to be considered as at risk.

5.2. Local treatment methods

5.2.1. Light coagulation

Light coagulation, which was first used and proposed for treatment of retinblastoma by
Meyer-Schwickerath et al. (142), has proved in experienced hands to be an extremely
valuable therapeutic adjunct. The principle of light coagulation of retinoblastoma is to
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isolate the tumour from its nutritional blood supply by surrounding it with two or three
rows of coagulation, followed by direct coagulation of the tumour itself. It is a very use-
ful method for primary treatment of one or two small tumour foci of up to 3-4 mm in di-
ameter, as schematically shown in Figure 1-14, and persistent or recurrent lesions in
eyes previously treated by external irradiation. Light coagulation as a primary method
of treatment of tumours on or adjacent to the macula or optic disc is contraindicated,
because the resulting scotoma is larger than that induced with external irradiation.

5.2.2. Cryotherapy

Small primary or recurrent lesions with diameters of up to 3-4 mm and located at the
ora serrata, which are not easily accessible for light coagulation, can be destroyed by

FOCAL TREATMENT

CRYOSURGERY LIGHT COAGULATION LOCAL IRRADIATION

stallard-cobalt applicator
tumour 0 :44mm / ^ / tumour0: 3-10mm

(not near macula or optic disc \ \ ' ^ 2?° 6 y / 6 d a y S
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ACCELERATOR. BETATRON COBALT-UNIT

Figure I-14. Therapeutic procedures for retinoblastoma.
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transscleral cryotherapy (121,195, 235) (Fig. 1-14). The mode of action of cryotherapy is
probably destruction of the microcirculation and of the tumour cells by dehydration
and ice crstal formation (121). The "triple freeze - thaw" technique (235) is thought to
be the mv.ii effective cryotechnique. With firm indentation of the sclera over the tu-
mour with the tip of the cryoprobe, the tumour is frozen in a repeated freeze - incom-
plete thaw and freeze cycle until an ice ball is seen coming through the top of the tu-
mour. The ice ball is maintained for about one minute before complete thawing. The
temperature range of the cryoprobe is —60°C to —70°C. Firm scleral indentation over
the tumour increases the freezing capacity of the cryoprobe, since it decreases the
blood circulation in the tumour and in the choroidal tissue between the cryoprobe and
the tumour mass (235). Haemorrhages were seen more frequently with cryotherapy
than with light coagulation by Ellsworth (50).

5.2.3. Radioactive applicators

Radioactive applicators may be used for local irradiation of:
a) solitary tumours ranging from 3 to 10 mm in diameter and which appear to be too

large for treatment with ligt- or cryocoagulation;
b) as a last resort, persistent or recurrent lesions after external irradiation and unsucces-

ful additional ligt- or cryocoagulation.
Most commonly used are the gamma ray emitting Co-60 applicators designed by Stal-
lard (220) (Fig. 1-14). These shell-formed applicators, with the same curvature as the glo-
be, are sutured to the surface of the sclera outside the tumour. Depending of the tu-
mour size, the applicators are of different diameter and are designed to deliver a dose of
40 Gy in six days at a depth specific for each disk-diameter (93). The doses delivered to
the sclera and to the base of the tumour are, according to the reported dose distributi-
ons (24,27, 129), around 400 Gy and 200 Gy respectively. A modified Co-60 applicator
consisting of a platinum coated Co-60 sphere with an external diameter of 6 mm was in-
troduced by Rosengren and Tengroth (193). The cobalt ball can be screwed onto a sil-
ver arm projecting from a silver ring which is attached by sutures around the cornea. The
plomb is pressed against and into the base of the tumour. The claimed advantage of an
easier and more accurate positioning of this applicator as compared to the shell-type ap-
plicators applies only for small tumours with a diameter of up to 4 mm which can be
treated with a single application. From a technical and dosimetric point of view, it ap-
pears to be impossible to treat larger tumours with successive applications at different
sites over the tumour without areas of under- or overdosage. Shell-shaped applicators
containing the beta ray emitter I06Ru/")6Rh have been introduced and used by Lorn-
matzsch (124). In comparing the dose distributions of the Lommatzsch disks (125) with
those of the Stallard disks (24,27), it appears that:
1. the beta ray applicators are suitable for-tumours of limited prominence only;
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2. the diameter of a disk for adequate treatment of a tumour of certain size has to be
about 4 mm larger for the beta ray applicators due to a steeper dose fall-of at the bor-
der of the disk as compared to the Stallard cobalt applicators;

3. surrounding healthy structures, particularly orbital tissues adjacent to the applicator,
are definitely more spared with the beta ray emitting shells. A radiation induced orbi-
tal sarcoma arising in a child with bilateral retinoblastoma nine years after treatment
with cobalt applicators was reported by Rubinstein (196).

A disadvantage of both shell-type applicators is the risk of perforation of the sclera
when the applicator is sutured onto the eye. Besides, one may wonder if the mechanical
forces exerted on the eye during surgery may stimulate seeding of the loosely adherent
tumour cells.
The use of radioactive applicators for treatment of lesions as close as 5 mm to the macu-
la or optic disc is contraindicated because the tremendously high doses delivered to the
retina and the major retinal vessels may result in macular degeneration (126) or severe
radiation retinopathy.

5.2.4. Diathermy

The destruction of retinoblastoma by diathermy coagulation was first applied by Weve
in Utrecht in 1930 (253). The results obtained with the diathermical treatment of a series
of 16 patients in this centre were deplorable as have been reported by Melchers (139).
Eleven of the 16 eyes treated by diathermy had to be enucleated. In 5 cases, the repea-
ted coagulation caused a scleral rupture. Although probably not directly related to the
diathermy therapy, at least 4 of the 16 patients in this series died.
Diathermy treatment is now obsolete as a result of the introduction of better and safer
local treatment methods such as light coagulation and cryotherapy.

5.3. Limitations of local therapy.

Most cases of retinoblastoma which are considered for conservative therapy concern
either multiple tumours, tumours with a diameter larger than 10 mm, tumours located
near the macula or optic disc or tumours with seedlings in the vitreous. None of these
cases can be dealt with by local therapy and should be treated with external irradiation.
Two other arguments against the use of local treatment techniques as a primary method
are:
1. damage to retinal structures in an eye successfully treated by external irradiation is

generally less than in an eye successfully treated with one of the local treatment tech-
niques;

2. the entire retina should be regarded as being at risk and be treated completely. New
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tumours may occur in the untreated retina in up to 60% of the cases (219), as will be
discussed in Chapter III. Our experience has been that no new tumour foci will ap-
pear in adequately irradiated retinas.

The importance attached to these limitations and criteria varies with different retino-
blastoma centres.

5.4. External irradiation

The most commonly used radiation method prior to the introduction of megavoltage
therapy was the orthovoltage two-field technique described by Martin and Reese (133).
After the enucleation of the most affected eye of bilaterally involved patients, a lateral
temporal and oblique nasal portal were directed to the posterior segment of the remai-
ning eye in an attempt to spare the vulnerable anterior segment.
The serious disadvantages of orthovoltage radiation such as excessive bone absorption,
unfavourable depth dose distribution and high skin dose, a broad penumbra due to side-
scatter and size of the radiation source, were eliminated with the introduction of mega-
volt equipment. The most common irradiation technique presently used is the temporal
approach (Fig. 1-14) with a single, sharply collimated, megavoltage X-ray beam from a
betatron (25) or a linear accelerator (7, 86, 234, this study - Chapter II). The optimal
energy is within the range of 4 to 6 MeV and, if the dose build-up depth is decreased ar-
tificially, up to 8 MeV (Chapter II). A lateral field of 2.5 x 2.5 cm2 to 3 x 4 cm2 is set up
with coverage of the entire retina and sparing of the lens. The gamma ray beam of a te-
lecobalt unit and the electron beam (26 MeV) of a betatron (22) are unsuitable for this
application because of their penumbra. Tumour doses applied by the different retino-
blastoma centres vary from 35 Gy to 50 Gy delivered in 3 fractions per week at 3-3.75
Gy per fraction and are often related to the stage of the tumour at the time of its first
presentation. A vacuum fixation bag and/or a short during sedation or anaesthesia is ne-
cessary for complete immobilization of the young child during treatment.
The anterior retina is often involved with tumour and is, as is well known, a notorious
area for recurrences. Therefore, accurate positioning of the irradiation field, covering
the entire retina, is of vital importance. None of the reported irradiation techniques ba-
sed on the temporal beam approach with the intention to spare the lens are sufficiently
precise. Only the technique described and discussed in Chapter II is accurate and re-
producible enough to ensure precise delivery of a uniform radiation dose to the entire
retina or, in case of seeding, the entire vitreous with maximal sparing of the lens. This
applies especially to cases with bilateral retinoblastoma in which both eyes are irradia-
ted simultaneously.

The idea that more advanced tumours or those located in the anterior retina may better
be treated by delivering approximately 20% of the total tumour dose through an anteri-
or field with (251) or without (51) protection of the lens is, from the dosimetric point of
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view, principally wrong and must be rejected. This is one of the reasons why Bedford
(11) irradiates the entire eye through a direct anterior cobalt beam in these cases (Fig. I-
14) (214), despite the disadvantages of the cataract that will inevitably develop (128) and
the inclusion of some brain volume in the treatment beam.

Interesting alternatives for irradiation of the entire retina are offered by:
a) methods using 10-18 MeV electrons through a single anterior portal (10,72,100,123,
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Figure 1-15. Schematic representation of 10-15 MeV electron irradiation of an eye using two conver-
gent beams with lens shields (on analogy of Hultberg et al., 91). The eye is, indirectly, mag-
netically fixated to a mm scale on the electron tube by means of a low vacuum contact
lens.
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216) or two or more oblique anterior 3-4 cm portals (91, 94), covering the entire eye
with central protection of the cornea and the lens;

b) the employment of 5 MeV electrons through 8 different oblique anterior 8 mm por-
tals (4).

The two main disadvantages of these techniques are:
1. the narrow band of proliferating epithelial lens cells located at the periphery of the

lens (Chapter IV), the most radiosensitive part of the lens, is situated just at the bor-
der of the protected and the irradiated area and will, therefore, never be spared com-
pletely;

2. the positioning of the eye is highly critical and may be very complicated or even im-
possible in practice with the described methods of using scleral sutures or nonfixa-
ting contact lenses.

This last, technical, problem can be easily solved by the application of vacuum contact
lenses as described in Chapter II, fixating the eye magnetically to the electron collima-
tor. Depending of the treatment technique, the lens shield may be placed in the electron
tube or directly on the contact lens as illustrated schematically in Figure 1-15 for a two-
field convergent beam technique.

5.5. Regression patterns

Great experience is required to interpret the regression patterns after external irradiati-
on of retinoblastoma. For clinical purposes, Ellsworth (48) and Reese (186) have divided
these regression patterns into three types:
1. A "cottage-cheese" pattern, due to calcium deposition, the most common type of re-

gression pattern;
2. Partial shrinkage of the tumour to a gray, homogeneous nonvascular mass, with an

annulus of atrophic pigment around the base. This is a much more difficult to inter-
pret regression pattern;

3. A combination of types 1 and 2, which is a commonly occurring regression pattern.
A detailled description of the ophthalmoscopic appearances of these regression pat-
terns is given by Ellsworth (48).

The problems involved in the decision as to whether one may consider an irradiated tu-
mour as sterilized or not may be illustrated by patient no. 20 (Chapter III; case report
no. 6). This case of sporadic unilateral retinoblastoma presented a solitary, mushroom-
like, tumour with a diameter of about 12 DD, which initially showed a strong regression
following external irradiation. Because it was uncertain whether the protruding tumour
remnant, which partly covered the optic disc, was devitalized completely, it was decided
to enucleate the eye. Histological examination showed a completely necrotic tumour
(Fig. 1-16) without apparent viable tumour cells.
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Figure 1-16. Section of an eye with retinoblastoma enucleated five months after megavoltage irradiati-
on. The tumor mass was completely necrotized and mostly reduced to calcium which fell
out during preparation of the section, accounting for the empty areas.

5.6. Radiosensitivity

Many complicating and obscuring factors in the radiotherapeutic management of reti-
noblastoma have hitherto prevented the determination of the radiosensitivity of retino-
blastoma and its dependence on the degree of differentiation of the tumour:
1. The applied tumour doses have been greatly varied over the years. Treatment origi-
nally consisted of orthovoltage therapy of 7,000 R to 14,000 R over an extended period
of time (133).
2. Adjuvant chemotherapy was introduced in 1953, initially for all stages, later only in
more advanced stages. It is no longer used in most centres at present.
3. Simultaneously with the introduction of chemotherapy, the radiation dose was fur-
ther reduced to a level of 6,000 R and, depending on the stage of the tumour and/or the
administration of chemotherapy, to, respectively, 35 Gy and 45 Gy delivered in 4 to 5
weeks. Utrecht is probably the only centre using a standardized dose and dose fractio-
nating scheme independent of the stage of the tumour (Chapter III).
4. Adjuvant chemotherapy has been administered along different routes with, conse-
quently, varying efficacy.
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5. Several centres have used different irradiation techniques depending on the size and
the extent of the tumour: e.g., radioactive applicators for relatively small and favourable
lesions and total eye irradiation for unfavourable lesions.
6. Tumour recurrence at the ora serrata frequently occurred with the orthovoltage two-
field technique and, after the introduction of megavoltage therapy, also with the tempo-
ral beam technique due to underdosage of the peripheral retina.
7. It is often very difficult to determine whether or not an irradiated tumour has been
devitalized. In any case of doubt, additional light- or cryotherapy is given. The frequen-
cy of additional therapy after megavoltage irradiation may be as high as 59% (this study,
Chapter III) to 86% (86).

The high frequency of additional therapy suggests that retinoblastoma may not be as ra-
diosensitive as has been assumed, although it is also known that the tumour may someti-
mes disappear after relatively very low doses (133). This might be related to the degree
of differentiation of the irradiated retinoblastoma. The few histopathological studies on
this subject have lead to conflicting conclusions.
Most retinoblastomas show areas with both undifferentiated and well-differentiated
cells. They can be classified into different types of differentiation depending on the rela-
tive distribution of the undifferentiated and well-differentiated cells constituting the tu-
mour. Tsukuhara (243) found the degree of differentiation to be significantly the same
in both eyes of bilateral untreated retinoblastoma. Based on this finding, he investigated
the degree of differentiation of cases of bilateral retinoblastoma in which the first eye
had been enucleated and the other subsequently removed after unsuccessful irradiation.
From this study it appeared that the majority of the first, untreated, eyes contained well
differentiated tumour, suggesting that this type of tumour could be more radioresistant;
however, most of the second, irradiated, eyes showed a lesser degree of differentiation,
suggesting that a well differentiated tumour becomes less differentiated after irradiati-
on. The histological appearance of the well-differentiated photoreceptor tumour cells,
either single or forming a fleurette, was unknown at that time.

In a histopathological study on 42 eyes with residual tumour following radiotherapy,
Ts'o and associates (242) observed areas of photoreceptor differentiation in 40% of the
eyes as against 6% found in untreated eyes (211, 240). The great majority of the uncont-
rolled recurrent tumour growths consisted predominantly of undifferentiated retino-
blastoma cells. The high incidence of areas with photoreceptor differentiation would
suggest that these highly differentiated components are comparatively resistant to radia-
tion and remain as residual nodules.
In contradiction with the findings of Ts'o et al. (242), but in agreement with those of
Tsukuhara (243), Mashiah and Barishak (134) observed in two bilateral cases fleurettes
only in the first enucleated eye and not in the second eye, which was enucleated after
unsuccessful irradiation.
An explanation for these apparently conflicting findings might possibly be that both
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highly undifferentiated and well-differentiated tumour cells are radioresistant as compa-
red to medium differentiated cells. It is known from studies on the effect of radiation on
the embryonal or fetal retina of the rhesus monkey that both the primitive, undifferenti-
ated neurectoderm and the fully differentiated neuronai cells can withstand single expo-
sures of at least 2-4 Gy (197, 199). However, the transforming or intermediate neuro-
blast is extremely radiosensitive and may be killed with doses as low as 0.25 Gy (198). It
is possible that, also in a retinoblastoma, only the primitive tumour cells and the highly
differentiated photoreceptor cells, if present, are relatively less radiosensitive and survi-
ve irradiation. Proportionally, the undifferentiated cells may dominate in the residual
tumour following unsuccessful radiotherapy due to more rapid proliferation. Thus, the
composition of the tumour could shift toward less differentiation.

Another cause of radioresistance can be a proportionally high percentage of hypoxic
cells. It is thought that the hypoxic cells are dominant in the response of tumours and
they constitute a major limiting factor in cure by conventional radiotherapy. This might
happen in the case of retinoblastoma with its characteristic pattern of perivascular
growth surrounded by areas of necrosis (section 3.5.).
Tannock (228) hypothesizes that oxygen tension and, consequently, the radiosensitivity
of the cells in the tumour tissue decrease with radial displacement from blood vessel to
neighbouring necrosis. In practice, this should mean that the poorly vascularized inner
regions of tumours would be expected to be less radiosensitive than the well-vasculari-
zed peripheral regions. An extensive and recent study (262) on regrowth of a rat hepato-
ma after irradiation, using a transparent — chamber technique, showed that the inside
hypoxic region was completely destroyed. Regrowth started exclusively from the outer-
most well-oxygenated part of the tumour. Especially retinoblastoma might offer a good
opportunity to study the critical area where eventual regrowth of this type of tumour af-
ter irradiation occurs, either ophthalmoscopically or, after cnucleation of the eye, mi-
croscopically.

5.7. Irradiation complications

Reviews of the different effects of ionizing radiations on the eye and its adjacent struc-
tures and the ocular complications after therapeutic irradiation are given by Merriam et
al. (141) and MacFaul et al. (128). The principal, usually irreversible, radiation compli-
cations that may occur after conservative radiotherapy of retinoblastoma are cataract
and retinal vascular necrosis, which may disturb vision, and malformations of the face.
The most frightening of all is the development of radiation related second malignancies
(section 1.8.).

Radiation induced cataract may arise at relatively low radiation doses. The extent and
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time of onset of the cataract vary with the dose applied to the germinal zone of the lens
epithelium and probably also with the speed of growth and the condition of the lens. A
more extensive description of radiation cataractogenesis and the preliminary results of a
study on the allied doses to the lens for man and for the rabbit are given in Chapter IV.
A cataract that becomes a problem clinically may be easily removed at present with the
modern surgical techniques.

Retinal vascular necrosis with retinal and vitreous haemorrhages constitutes the most
serious radiation complication. It most commonly arises at approximately six to ten
months following radiotherapy, but may develop as late as three to five years after irra-
diation (44,48, 249). The usual sites of bleeding are vessels near the edge of the tumour
scar (44) or at distant sites, particularly around the disc (183). Its occurrence is directly
related with the radiation dose to the eye. Intensive light coagulation (44) and tumour
size may increase the risk. Only very rough estimates of the risks of the development of
retinal vascular necrosis after different dosage levels of external irradiation can be made
from the scarce reports giving some, but mostly incomplete, information regarding ap-
plied radiation doses and fractionation schemes. Hopping et al. (86) and Ellingwood et
al. (47) noted no eye complications other than cataract with doses of less than 50 Gy (92
eyes) and 40 Gy (10 eyes, without retinoblastoma) respectively. Out of the 39 irradiated
eyes (45 Gy in 5 weeks) in our series of patients (Chapter III), one developed chronic vi-
treous haemorrhages at the edges of the tumour scar and one developed retinopathy.
The risk of developing troublesome retinal vascular necrosis after megavoltage therapy
with doses of less than 45 Gy delivered in 5 weeks is probably low. Between 50 Gy and
60 Gy, there is a gradual but distinct increase in the risk of retinopathy and vitreous hae-
morrhages (47, 86,249). When the dose of radiation to the eye is increased above 65 Gy,
the risk of retinal damage and other serious complications such as optic atrophy, lea-
ding to blindness, rapidly increases from about 50% to nearly 100% above 75 Gy (25,47,
213).

Ellsworth (49) reported a gradual increase in the, unspecified, overall radiation compli-
cation rate of 9.6% of 94 patients at 35 Gy, 22.2% of 9 patients at 40 Gy, 66.7% of 33 pa-
tients at 45 Gy and 82% of 11 patients from 50 Gy to 85 Gy.

Malformations of the face, as described by Malbran (131), due to growth retardation of
the irradiated bony structures were rather severe problems with orthovoltage irradiation
(48, 183), delivering much higher bone doses. With the modern megavoltage radiothera-
py delivering equal doses to normal-growing bone and its neighbouring soft tissues and
with the presently applied dosage levels, osseous growth failures, although still present,
are no longer troublesome.

Chemotherapy may enhance the effect of radiation on healthy tissue and increase the
risk of radiation complications (154, 170). Up to now, there is only one report of aug-
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merited injury to the eye, which resulted in blindness, with a combination of a modera-
tely high radiation dose and 5-fluorouracil (28). Much additional work is needed on eye
damage and its augmentation. It should be very interesting, for instance, to determine
whether the relatively high overall complication rate as noted by Ellsworth (49), compa-
red to the absence of complications as noted by Hopping et al. (86) below the dosage le-
vel of 50 Gy, is due to the use of chemotherapy in combination with radiotherapy or
merely to differences in the applied criteria for determination of complications.

5.8. Chemotherapy

Chemotherapy has been used in the treatment of retinoblastoma in three situations:
I. in combination with radiotherapy, to enhance the radiation effect on localized in-

traocular tumours;
II. prophylactically, to reduce the mortality rate due to hidden micrometastasis;

III. in cases of clinically proven orbital extension and metastasized tumour.

I. In earlier years, several chemotherapeutic agents, particularly thriethylene melamine
(TEM) and cyclophosphamide, were used as adjuvants to radiotherapy of retinoblasto-
ma limited to the eye. Most centres, with the exception of the New York centre (51),
have now discontinued the use of chemotherapy in combination with radiotherapy be-
cause:
a) intramuscular or intra-arterially administered TEM showed no significant beneficial

effect in either the early stages I and II (229) or the advanced stages IV and V (25);
the same was true for orally or intravenously administered cyclophosphamide(ll,
86);

b) TEM particularly proved to be a potentially dangerous drug, causing severe compli-
cations (234) and even death (25).

Primary polychemotherapy eventually followed by radiotherapy may cause a dramatic
regression of a far advanced intraocular tumour (86,118). However, in 3 patients, Hop-
ping and associates (86) reported that fast growing recurrences with vitreous seeding ap-
peared in all three cases after termination of six months of chemotherapy. The same re-
sults were obtained in treatment with repeated intraperitonial injections of cyclophos-
phamide when human retinoblastoma cells were inoculated and growing in the anterior
chamber of nude mice. Depending on the dose administered, a slower rate of tumour
growth, complete regression and even remission could be obtained. However, tumour
growth started again later in all cases (66).
It is possible that the drugs tested acted only on the cells which were well-nourished,
well-oxygenated and progressing in the cell cycle and were, therefore, most sensitive to
both radiation and drugs; there may have been a tendency for overkill of the sensitive
cells and no effect on the more resistant cells determining treatment outcome. Another
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possibility is that tumour seedlings in the vitreous, which are not reached by chemothe-
rapy, may have resulted in new actively growing tumour foci after implantation on the
retina.
One child in our series (case no. 2, Chapter III) even developed new tumours in the pe-
ripheral retina during an intensive course of polychemotherapy (vincristine, actinomy-
cin D and CCNU).
The efficacy of chemotherapy in intraocular tumours may greatly depend on the me-
thod of administration. Hyman et al. (92) studied the radioactive 14C uptake of intraocu-
lar tumours after different methods of administration of l4C-labeled TEM and cyclo-
phosphamide. A significant tumour uptake was noted only after intracarotid instillation
and head and neck perfusion, which are both difficult and hazardous procedures, while
no uptake was found after intramuscular injection of these drugs.

Several other side-effects have to be considered in the application of chemotherapy. It
was mentioned earlier (section 1.8.) that every chemotherapeutic agent has to be regar-
ded as potentially oncogenic, particularly, in the young (75). Long-term persisting chro-
mosomally aberrent cells may be induced by anticancer drugs (144).
Some cancer chemotherapeutic agents can themselves cause injury to the normal tissue
(154, 170), such as adriamycin in the heart, cyclophosphamide in the bladder and intra-
thecal methotrexate in the central nervous system. Myleran, TEM and nitrogen mus-
tard were shown to have the potential to cause premature development of lens opacities
in young mice (32). A similar observation was made in renal transplantation patients
treated with cyclophosphamide (177).
It should be worthwile to unambiguously determine the therapeutic value of chemothe-
rapy in the treatment of intraocular retinoblastoma and, as has been recently emphasi-
zed by Danjoux (34), to evaluate delayed complications due to the drugs alone and to
their augmentation of radiation injury. This is of the utmost importance, particularly,
for the group of very young patients with normal life expectancy.

II. Even more problematic is the question of whether all patients with advanced intrao-
cular tumour, stage V, without clinical evidence of metastatic disease should have pro-
phylactic chemotherapy. For, almost every patient with retinoblastoma would have
then to be treated with chemotherapy, because most of these patients have at least one
affected eye in stage V (49,86). -i
Ellsworth (51) reported that, at present, any child with advanced but localized retino- '••
blastoma, stage V, treated by radiation is also treated prophylactically with cyclophos-
phamide and vincristine. The main purpose of this treatment scheme (designed by the ;
Children's Cancer Study Group) is an attempt to reduce the 15% mortality rate in their -j
stage V patients due to unrecognized micrometastasis. '.},
Hopping and associates (86) reject the prophylactic use of chemotherapy. The overall f
mortality due to recurrent or disseminated retinoblastoma in the period 1959-1974 in {
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their patient series was only 6.7% (18 out of 268 cases) (76), despite the fact that most of
the patients had at least one affected eye in stage V. They feel it not justified to use these
drugs routinely with such a low mortality figure, considering the severe complications
and side-effects accompanying an intensive course of chemotherapy. Even in the high
risk group of patients with intraocular tumour extending beyond the retina (mortality
22.5%), they hesitate to use the presently available cytostatics, except in the case of ex-
tension through the sclera. In these patients, they prefer to limit irradiation to the orbit
and to not administer cytostatics (86).
A similar treatment policy is followed by the group of Bedford (13).

III. A clinically totally different situation occurs when orbital extension and/or metasta-
sized tumour have been diagnosed. Extraocular retinoblastoma, with its extremely high
mortality, is usually treated with polychemotherapy sometimes combined with radiothe-
rapy. Special attention has to be focused on the treatment protocol as designed by the
Children's Cancer Study Group, which was introduced by the New York centre (51).
For this purpose, extraocular tumour cases have been divided into 5 clinical groups:
1. tumour extending through the sclera; mortality unknown but certainly high;
2. biopsy-proven orbital tumour, mortality 91%;
3. residual tumour at the proximal end of the cut optic nerve; mortality 60%;
4. tumour in the central nervous system; mortality 100%;
5. haematogenous metastasis; mortality 100%.
Treatment of patients in these five groups are:
a) Group l,cyclophosphamideand vincristine;
b) Groups 2 and 3, adriamycin, cyclophosphamide and vincristine plus orbital irradiati-

on;
c) Groups 4 and 5, the three chemotherapeutic agents combined with intrathecal me-

thotrexate plus 35 Gy whole brain irradiation.
If patients of the last two groups are cured, the serious problem of delayed brain dama-
ge due to the use of methotrexate may arise (170).

In Utrecht, patients with retinoblastoma are generally treated with chemotherapy only
in cases of documented orbital extension or distant metastasis. These children are trea-
ted with vincristine, actinomycin D and CCNU according to a treatment protocol desig-
ned by the Dutch Working Group for Childhood Cancer.

5.9. Treatment results !

The most recently reported cure rates for conservative treatment of retinoblastoma in § I
the main centres in New York, Essen and London are presented in Table IV, according : /
to the prognostic scheme of Reese and Ellsworth (184) (Table III). The results obtained ./
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primarily with megavoltage radiotherapy in the centres in Utrecht, using the irradiation
technique described in Chapter II, and in Stanford and Essen will be presented and dis-
cussed in Chapter III.

Table IV. Percentage cure rates in the treatment of retinoblastoma as reported for
three centres: New York, Essen and London.
For further explanation see text.

Centre
Author
Period of survey
Follow-up time

Stage

I
II

III
IV
V

New York
Ellsworth (49)
1965 -1972
3-8 years

Cure rate

91% (39/43)
83% (29/35)
82% (46/56)
62% (13/21)
29% (22/75)

Essen
Hopping et al. (86)
1973 -1977
0-5 years

Cure rate

(100%) ( 2/ 2)
94% (17/18)
86% (18/21)
65% (11/17)

( 33%) ( 1/ 3)
(IV-A)

London
Bedford (11)
1960/1967 - 1970
0-3/10 years

Cure rate

(100%)
(100%)
( 86%)
( 75%)
( 75%)

Analysis and comparison of the treatment results of the three main centres is not possi-
ble because of the variation among these centres in:
a) the treatment methods applied for the different prognostic groups;
b) the follow-up times of the patients;
c) the small number of patients, if mentioned, in the different prognostic groups;
d) the criteria by which a cure is determined.
There is also no indication of the quality of residual vision of the saved eyes.
The New York figures are based on 361 consecutive cases treated between 1965 and
1972, for which a 3-year follow-up period was possible (49). If a child with bilateral reti-
noblastoma died due to metastasis from a primarily enucleated eye with advanced reti-
noblastoma, it is included in the table as a failure, even if the treated eye had a satisfac-
tory appearance at the time of death. The vast majority of the eyes had been treated ini-
tially with megavoltage radiotherapy at dosages of 35 Gy in the early stages and 45 Gy
in the more advanced stages. These dosages were given three times weekly over a three-
to four- week period, sometimes in combination with chemotherapy and/or additional
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light- or cryotherapy. The success rates noted in Groups I to V were, respectively, 91%,
83%, 82%, 62% and 29%. It is interesting that these treatment results appear to be stable
in comparison with the results compiled in 1966 (49).
The results of Essen (86) are based on 61 eyes treated in the period 1973-1977. Nine eyes
were cured by light coagulation alone, two by Co-60 applicators in addition to light coa-
gulation and 50 with megavoltage radiotherapy, of which 43 were additionally light coa-
gulated. The usual tumour dose was 40 to 50 Gy with a fractionation of 3 times 3 Gy per
week. The follow-up was relatively short in most cases. The treated eyes which showed
no clear tumour sterilization were considered as failures. The number of patients in
Groups I and V-A are too low for evaluation.
Very problematic appear the reported results from the London centre (11) based on 121
cases treated in the period 1960-1970. The favourable cases had been primarily treated
with Co-60 applicators and the unfavourable cases with an anterior cobalt beam. The
follow-up time was more than one year in 81% and more than two years in 66% of the
cases. However, patients were not classified according to the prognostic scheme of
Reese and Ellsworth (184) before 1967. It must be assumed, therefore, that the cure rate
figures presented in Table IV are based on the patients treated after 1967, which had a
much shorter follow-up period. The number of patients in the different groups were not
reported.
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Chapter II

AN ACCURATE AND SIMPLE TECHNIQUE FOR MEGA VOLTAGE RADIA-
TION THERAPY OF RETINOBLASTOMA

1. Introduction

In the Netherlands, the management of patients with retinoblastoma is centralized in
Utrecht. The participating hospitals in the Utrecht Retinoblastoma Centre are the Roy-
al Dutch Eye Hospital, the Wilhelmina Children's Hospital and the Department of Ra-
diation Therapy of the University Hospital. The principal concept in the conservative
treatment of retinoblastoma in this centre is radiotherapy combined with light coagula-
tion and/or cryotherapie if there is some doubt as to whether the tumour is still active.
One or two small tumour foci of up to 4 mm in diameter are treated by light- or cryoco-
agulation only, provided that they are not located on or adjacent to the macula or optic
disc. Since 1971, radiation therapy has been standardized with regard to the tumour
dose and administered by means of a highly accurate, lateral field, megavoltage X-ray
beam technique. A description of this irradiation method and its dosimetry are given in
this chapter. A review of the treatment results is given in Chapter III.

2. Irradiation method

Treatment is carried out on a 6 MeV and, occasionally, an 8 MeV Philips SL 75 X-ray li-
near accelerator. The tumourous eye is generally treated with a single lateral D-shaped
field of 26 x 32 mm2 (Fig. II-1). This D-shaped field is specially contoured to irradiate
the entire tumour-suspect retinal surface, including 10 mm of the anterior optic nerve,
with protection of the sensitive anterior structures of the eye as much as possible, parti-
cularly the lens. Only when dealing with very young and tiny babies is a smaller D-sha-
ped field of 20 x 26 mm2 used. The latter field was also utilized for the radiation cataract
experiments on rabbits reported in Chapter IV. Precise collimation of these small fields
is achieved by interposing precision machined 11 cm thick lead collimators in the beam.
An exceptionally sharp beam definition is obtained by virtue of a short (17 cm) collima-
tor - centre eye distance and the small amount of side-scatter inherent to megavoltage
radiation.
The centre of the tumourous eye is located exactly in the isocentre of the accelerator at
100 cm from the radiation source (i.e., FAD = 100 cm). Accurate alignment and positi-
oning of the eye in the radiation beam is performed by indirect fixation of the eye to the
beam-defining collimator as schematically shown in Fig. II-2. A contact lens is fixed to
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Figure II-1. A lateral, sharply collimated, D-shaped treatment field covering the entire retina and ex-
cluding the lens.
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vacuum
contact lens

• central axis beam;

collimated treatment beam

collimator holder'

Figure II-2. Schematic representation of the treatment technique. Accurate alignment and positioning
of the eye with respect to the radiation beam is achieved by indirect fixation of the eye to
the beam-defining collimator. A low vacuum contact lens is fixed to the eye in a central
position. The soft iron pin jutting out from the contact lens is magnetically coupled to the
mm scale on the collimator holder.

the eye in a central position by creating a low vacuum in the corneal chamber of the
contact lens. A soft iron pin jutting out from the contact lens is magnetically coupled to
a perspex mm scale on the collimator holder. The desired distance between the anterior
extent of the cornea and the anterior edge of the treatment field can be set up easily and
rapidly by means of the mm scale. The accuracy and overall reproducibility of beam po-
sitioning with respect to the eye is within ± 0.3 mm. Precise knowledge of the anterior
axial dimensions of the eye is essential for determination of:
a) the eye volume to be irradiated respectively protected;
b) when the lens is partly included in the treatment field, the relation between the dose
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distribution in the lens and the extent and time of first appearance of a cataract that
may be induced by the radiation.

In our system, the axial intraocular distances of the eye(s) of any individual patient are
measured by ultrasonic biometry.

As the fixed eye is located in the isocentre of the accelerator, the radiation beam can be
directed at any angle simply by rotation of the gantry or coach, without alteration of the
position of the eye within the treatment field. The beam is set up at a right angle if the
other eye has been enucleated (field la or Ib in Fig. II-3). If the contralateral eye is to
be spared, treatment is carried out with an 35° to 45° oblique lateral beam, such as, for

1a

Figure II-3. Schematic representation of unilateral or bilateral treatment of retinoblastoma. If the left
eye is affected and the contralateral eye has to be spared, treatment can be carried out
with the oblique lateral field 2a. If the right eye later becomes affected, field 2b, parallel to
but not in overlap with field 2a, is applied. Simultaneous irradiation of bilateral disease is
carried out by alternately giving the opposing fields la and I b.
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instance, to the left eye of Fig. II-3 with field 2a. If the spared right eye later becomes in-
volved with tumour, the oblique lateral field 2b is applied, which is parallel to and does
not overlap with the earlier administered field 2a. Simultaneous irradiation of bilateral
retinoblastoma is just as easily possible and with the same accuracy by fixation of both
eyes with contact lenses and alternately applying the opposing lateral fields la and Ib.
The eye nearest to the collimator has always to be positioned in the isocentre of the
treatment unit.

The actual patient set-ups for unilateral treatment with sparing of the contralateral eye
and for bilateral treatment are shown, respectively, in Fig. II-4 and Fig. II-5. An impor-
tant, but not essential, aid for precise angling of the beam is a laser system designed by

Figure II-4. Unilateral treatment of retinoblastoma with sparing of the contralateral eye. Note the eva-
cuated plastic pillow for immobilization of the head of the anaesthetized patient, the per-
spex scatterer interposed in the beam and the laser reference lines projected on the pa-
tient.
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Figure II-5. Simultaneous irradiation of bilatsral retinoblastoma. Both eyes are fixated. The eye nea-
rest to the collimator is positioned in the isocentre of the accelerator.
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the author which projects a three-dimensional pattern of reference lines on the patient,
as seen in Fig. II-4. A simple sliding back-pointer may be instead attached to the alumi-
nium T-bar to which the, also movable, perspex mm scales are fixed. A similar mounted
scatterer of perspex is interposed in the beam with the aim of reducing the depth for
dose build-up of the 6 MeV and, particularly, of the 8 MeV beam. The risk of underdo-
sage in the temporal retina of the eye of very young children resulting from lack of dose
build-up may thus be avoided. The actual scatterer-to-skin distances used for the 6 MeV

•n -% :

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Gtrr

Figure II-6. Low vacuum contact lenses used for fixation and positioning of the eye. The lenses are
modified by extending the steel cannula with a soft iron rod allowing magnetic fixation of
the lens to the collimator holder.
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and the 8 MeV fields are, respectively, 4 cm and 2 cm. Treatment is carried out under
general anaesthesia to ensure the necessary immobilization. In the exceptional case of
an older, more cooperative patient, the eye is anaesthetized with a topical anaesthetic
(Novesine) before application of the contact lens. A vacuum pillow is used for positio-
ning and fixation of the patient's head during treatment. This is a thin-walled, highly
flexible, plastic pillow filled with fine granules (Vac-Pac. NF1) which becomes rigid af-
ter evacuation with a vacuum pump.

3. Contact lenses

Two types of low vacuum contact lenses are employed for fixation and positioning of
the eye. Rontgen reference contact lenses of perspex (260) made by Medical Work-
shop, Groningen, are generally used. These lenses (Fig. II-6) with diameters of 20 mm,
17 mm and 10.5 mm are modified by extending the steel cannula with a soft iron rod al-
lowing magnetic fixation. The diameter of the lens to be used for an individual patient is
determined by the clearance between the eyelids. The transparancy of the lenses allows
inspection of whether there is a tight junction between the eye and the contact lens and
whether the lens is positioned centrally on the eye. If there is a bad fit and, consequent-
ly, no good fixation can be achieved between the eye and one of the perspex contact
lenses, a flexible contact lens is then utilized. These are made of different materials. The
most recently introduced flexible lenses with diameters of 14 mm and 19.5 mm are ma-
nufactured from Sylgard 186 mixed with Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning). The different ty-
pes of flexible lenses are cast out in special moulds depending on the processing techni-
que of the material applied. For the radiation cataract experiments on rabbits (Chapter
IV) a flexible contact lens specially designed to give a good fit to the rabbit eye was
used.

The length of all contact lenses (i.e., the distance between the innermost surface of the
corneal chamber and the extreme end of the soft iron rod) is standardized.

4. Beam characteristics

4.1. Surface dose and build-up region

When high energy photons incidence upon an air-tissue interface, the phenomenon of
build-up of the absorded dose is observed. This effect is caused by the forward scatter of
secondary electrons in the first few millimeters of tissue, giving rise to a lack of electro-
nic equilibrium and an initial increase in energy deposition with depth. As a result, su-
perficial lesions may be underdosaged. As the temporal retina in the eyes of very young
children may be located at only a few millimeters below the skin, this area may be un-
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derdosaged when treated with a lateral megavoltagc X-ray beam. The problem is illu-
strated in Fig. II-7 for the situation where the temporal retina is at a depth of 0.5 g.cnr2.
If the eye is treated with an 8 MeV 26 x 32 mm2 field (Focus-Skin-Distance=FSD=98.5
cm), the percentage dose (curve 1) to the temporal retina is less than 75% of the maxi-
mum dose (at depth 2 g.crrr2). The dose to the skin is about 11%.
Loss of build-up (i.e., restoration of electronic equilibrium) without total loss of skin
sparing can be achieved by interposing scattering materal in the beam close to the skin.
In the described irradiation technique, a scatterer consisting of a slab of perspex 8 mm
thick and of sufficient dimensions to intercept all of the incident beam is used. The dis-
tance of the scatterer to the skin can be adjusted. When the scatterer is interposed in
the beam, there is a progressive loss of build-up with decreasing scatterer-to-skin distan-
ce. This is illustrated in Fig. II-7 for the 8 MeV field. It can be seen that the dose at the
skin and at 0.5 g.cnr2 depth increases to, respectively, 30% and 87% with the scatterer

100-

FSD=98.5cm; 26x32mm*

8 MeV

6 MeV

nr.
curve

1
2
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scatterer (8mm perspex)
to skin distance

CO
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C-O

A cm
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Depth along central axis beam (gem" 2 )
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Figure II-7. Central axis build-up characteristics of the 6 MeV and 8 MeV X-ray beams (FSD = 98.5
cm; 26 x 32 mm2 field) in the absence and presence of an 8 mm thick perspex scatterer at
varying distances to the surface.
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at 4 cm (curve 2) and to 50% and 95% with the scatterer at 2 cm (curve 3), the actual dis-
tance used, from the skin. In addition, the peak of the build-up curve is moving toward
the surface. The build-up characteristic of the 6 MeV field (curve 4) is less critical. The
scatterer is used here as a dosimetric refinement. The percentage dose at the skin and at
0.5 g.cnr2 depth increases from, respectively, 15% and 89% of the maximum dose (at
depth 1.5 g.cnr2) without scatterer (curve 4) to 37% and 96% with the scatterer at the
actually used distance of 4 cm from the skin (curve 5).
The build-up regions of the 6 MeV and 8 MeV treatment fields were studied in a polys-
tyrene phantom with a parallel plate ionization chamber having an effective sensitive di-
ameter of 6.5 mm and a plate separation of 2 mm. Sheets of polystyrene of density 1.05

6 MeV linear, accelerator
0-shaped field ; 26x32 mm
Focus-centre eye distance: 100 cm

relative dose
[

depth along central axis eye

Figure II-8. Doses profile of a lateral D-shaped field of 26 x 32 mm2 along the axial axis of an eye. The
field is set up with the anterior edge (50% - dose point) tangent to the posterior pole of the
lens.
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g.cnr3 and average thicknesses of 0.105 g.cnr2 and 0.20 g.cnr2 and, for measuring the
near surface dose, polyester films of density 1.4 g.cnr3 and a thickness of 0.035 g.cnr2

served as build-up material. Since the polystyrene window of the ionization chamber
was equivalent to 0.05 g.cnr2, extrapolation of the measured data was necessary in or-
der to determine the surface dose. The build-up characteristics presented in Fig. 11-7
are based on the average current readings of the ionization chamber with positive and
negative applied voltages. The build-up curves for the 6 MeV and 8 MeV fields have
been normalized to 100% at depths of, respectively 1.5 g.cnr2 and 2.0 g.cnr2.

4.2. Beam profile

Dose profiles of the 6 MeV and 8 MeV treatment fields have been measured with:
a) thermoluminescent dosemeters (Harshaw, TLD-100 micro-rods) at 2.5 cm depth in a

precision-machined phantom of perspex at 97.5 cm FSD;
b) film (Ilford N4E50 and Kodalith 2571) sandwiched between sheets of tissue equiva-

lent Temex rubber at 98 cm FSD at depths of 2 cm, 6 cm and 8 cm. Film density
measurements were made with a scanning densitometer described previously (122).

The transverse plots measured for both beam energies were found to be identical at the
respective depths.
The transverse plot of a 6 MeV 26 x 32 mm2 field along the central axis of an eye positio-
ned in the isocentre of the accelerator (98 cm FSD; centre eye at 2 cm depth) is illustra-
ted in Fig. II-8. The beam has been positioned with the anterior edge of the field (50% -
dose point) tangent to the posterior pole of the lens. From the data in Fig. II-8, one can
also appreciate the knife-edged character of the beam. The penumbra width in which
the dose falls from 85% to 15% of the central axis dose is 2 mm at a depth of 2 cm and
increases to 2.5 mm at a depth of 8 cm. The latter value is of importance for patients
with bilateral disease treated with opposing lateral fields.

5. Calibration and verification of beam position

The critical distance between the cornea of the eye and the anterior edge of the treat-
ment field is established by reading the position of the extreme end of the soft iron rod
jutting out from the contact lens on the "magnetic" mm scale of the collimator (Fig. II-
2). Therefore, accurate calibration of this measurement system is essential. For ease of
operation and to avoid unnecessary mistakes, all contact lenses are of equal length, as
mentioned earlier. In addition, the collimators defining the different sized D-shaped
fields have been designed such that, for all fields, the distance between the central axis
and the straight side of the field is the same.
Calibration of the readings of the contact lens on the magnetic mm scale indicating the
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position of the eye in the beam is carried out by use of a simple eye phantom. The phan-
tom consists of a block of perspex with a replica of the anterior segment of an eye and a
mm scale representing the axial depth from the "cornea" into the "eye" on top of it.
The phantom with a contact lens on it is placed in the isocentre of the accelerator in a
position similar to the normal treatment position. The beam is positioned with the
straight, anterior edge of the light field at different depths from the "cornea" and the
corresponding readings of the contact lens on the "magnetic" mm scale are recorded. If
both eyes of a patient are treated simultaneously, the same calibration procedure has to
be performed at the more distant position of the second eye.
Verification of the actual position of the eye in the treatment field and of the precise dis-
tance between the cornea and the anterior edge of the field is done occasionally by:
a) making portal films on the treatment unit, with lead-markers on the contact lens;
b) direct measurement of the radiation dose at various sites on the eye by means of

thermoluminescent dosemeters (Harshaw, TLD-100 micro-rods) placed in a small
perspex holder clipped onto the contact lens.

The predictable result of these measurements was that, when the entire treatment sys-
tem is measured and calibrated correctly, further verification of the beam position is un-
necessary.

6. Tumour dose

The administered radiation dose is standardized at a minimum total tumour dose of 45
Gy to be delivered in 15 fractions of 3 Gy per fraction at 3 fractions per week. This cor-
responds to a Time-Dose-Fractionation factor (TDF) of 85. The formalizing of TDF,
introduced by Orton and Ellis (159), is a simplification of the Nominal Standard Dose
(NSD) concept of Ellis (47a). If a patient misses a treatment day, an additional fraction
is given in order to obtain a minimum TDF of 85. The tumour dose is normalized on a
percentage depth dose of 95% for the 6 MeV and 100% for the 8 MeV radiation beams.

7. Anaesthesia

All young patients are treated under general anaesthesia to ensure the necessary immo- :
bilization. A slow induction anaesthesia consisting of a mixture of nitrous oxide and
oxygen with 1% of halothane followed by intubation is utilized. The anaesthesia is pre-
ceded by atropine. After positioning of the patient, placing of the contact lens on the !
eye and setting up the treatment field, the administration of halothane is terminated pri- >
or to irradiation. During the irradiation, lasting approximately 1 minute, the patient |
spontaneously respires a mixture of nitrous oxide and oxygen. All patients are observed j
during radiotherapy by television monitoring. The patients are fully awake in about 10 ;
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minutes after termination of the treatment and can be easily managed as outpatients.
No serious complications have ever occurred.

8. Ultrasonic biometry

8.1. Measurement technique

The axial dimensions of the eye(s) of each patient are determined by ultrasonic biome-
try. The ultrasonic measurement of intraocular distances is based on the propagation
velocity of an ultrasonic pulse in the different parts of the eye and the time delay bet-
ween the transmission of the pulse and the reception of its echoes returning from the va-
rious interfaces in the eye. The measurement system used is an industrial ultrasono-
graph of Krautkramer type USM2 with a 12 MHz/5mm transducer. The apparature dis-

transducer

Figure II-9. A-scan through pupillary axis of the anterior segment of an eye at 12 MHz. The echoes
shown from left to right are the anterior and posterior corneal interfaces, the anterior lens
interface and the posterior lens interface. The transducer is spaced from the cornea by use
of a "diabolo" shaped saline filled contact lens that is fixed to the sclera by the eyelids.
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plays the subsequently received echoes from the reflecting bounderies on an oscillosco-
pe, diplaced in time (A-scan method). An A-scan of the anterior segment of an eye sho-
wing the echoes of the front and rear surfaces of the cornea and the anterior and poste-
rior surfaces of the lens is illustrated in Fig. II-9.
To avoid inaccuracy in the measurement due to interference from the transmission pul-
se, the transducer is spaced from the cornea by use of a "diabolo" shaped contact glass
water bath that is fixed to the sclera by the eyelids (Fig. II-9). The distal end of the con-
tact glass is smeared with 2% methyicellulose (Methocel), placed on the eye and filled
with sterile physiologic saline. Flattening or distortion of the cornea is almost avoided
with this type of contact glass. The contact glasses used are made of perspex having dia-
meters of the distal end of 20 mm and 16.5 mm.
The transducer can be moved freely within the contact glass. The oscilloscope trace is
photographed twice with a polaroid camera when the pulse amplitudes from the echo
producing interfaces are maximal. The ultrasonic beam will then almost coincide with
the optic axis. All patients are examined under the same conditions as those for irradia-
tion.

8.2. Calibration

The time base of the oscilloscope is adjusted for the three ranges used such that any 0.2
scale division on the horizontal scale corresponds to, respectively, 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm and
1.0 mm of tissue, having a standard ultrasonic velocity of 1545 m.s.-1. Prior to each
examination, the time base settings are verified with a calibration block of perspex. The
propagation velocity in perspex was determined to be (2695 ± 5) m.s-1. The oscillosco-
pe is correctly adjusted in, for instance, the 0.2 mm tissue/s.d. range if the perspex cali-
bration block, physically 17.3 mm thick, produces echoes from end to end that corres-
pond to a tissue thickness of:

1545 (v-standard tissue ; m.s-1)
x 17.3 mm (perspex) = 9.9 mm.

2695 (v-perspex ; m.s"1)

The velocity of 12 MHz ultrasound in perspex was determined by measuring the time
interval between the echoes returning from the calibration block with a time-interval-
averager counter (HP 5326). The propagation velocity of (2695 ± 5) m.s-' found was in
good agreement with reported velocities of 2680 m.s-1 (73) and 2700 m.s-1 (101).
The linearity of the horizontal scale was determined with both the perspex calibration
block using a multiple reflection method and a multi-wire phantom placed in a tempe-
rature controlled bath filled with distilled water. The precision-machined wire phantom
contained a series of 9 equally spaced (5 mm) parallel steel wires each 0.1 mm thick.
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The transducer was placed in the water bath exactly perpendicular to and in the plane
of the steel wires. The horizontal scale was found to be fully lineair for the three ranges
used, as both measurement methods produced exactly equally spaced echoes over the
entire scale.

8.3. Computation of axial intraocular dimensions

Once the distances between the various echoes on the photograph of the A-scan trace
(Fig. II-9) have been determined, it is necessary to correct these measurements for the
appropriate tissue velocities to obtain the true tissue dimensions. In our system, we use
the propagation velocities of ultrasound determined by Jansson and Kock (96) of 1532
m.s"s for aqueous and vitreous and 1640.5 m.s~' for lens.
The correction factors applied are:

for the lens:

and

for the aqueous and vitreous:

v-lens

v-standard tissue

v-vitreous

v-standard tissue

1640.5 m.s-1

1545 m.s-'

1532 m.s-'

1545 m.s-1

- 1 06

= 0.99

The measurement accuracy in the 0.2 mm tissue/s.d. range of the distances between the
anterior extent of the cornea and the posterior pole of the lens is within ± 0.1 mm of tis-
sue thickness; for the anterior extent of the cornea and the anterior pole of the lens it is
within ±0.1 to 0.2 mm because of interference between the echoes of the lens surface
and the not dilated iris.
The separated representation of the echoes from the front and rear surfaces of the ap-
proximately 0.5 mm thick cornea in the A-scan of Fig. II-9 illustrates the longitudinal
resolution of the measurement system. Calibration of the measurement equipment and
the ultrasound biometric studies are always performed by the author to ensure reprodu-
cibility and precision. J

i
i

For the radiation cataract experiment introduced in Chapter IV, the velocity of ultra-
sound in the ocular tissues of New Zealand white rabbits aged 8 to 12 months was deter- :
mined. The propagation velocity of 12 MHz ultrasound at 37° was found to be (1537 ± •]
5) m.s-' for vitreous and (1797 ± 10) m.8"1 for lens. |

.;*
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The correction factors applied for the rabbit eye are:

for the lens: v-lens rabbit 1797 m .s~'

and

for the vitreous:

v-standard tissue

v-vitreous rabbit

v-standard tissue

1545 m.8-1

1537 m.s-1

1545 m.s-1

= 1.16

= 0.99s

Further details on the measurement technique applied and the temperature dependen-
cy of these tissues will be published elsewhere.

9. Discussion

The main aim of external irradiation in retinoblastoma is to sterilize the entire retina
and vitreous from tumour cells with minimal risk to the patient's vision.
The direct anterior field technique as advocated by Bedford (12) irradiates the entire
eye and can thus deal with anterior tumours over the ora and vitreous seedlings. Treat-
ment is technically easy and, as beam positioning is not critical, requires no anaesthesia.
The two main disadvantages of this treatment method are:
1. all irradiated eyes will invariably develop a radiation cataract after about 18 months

(Chapter IV; 128);
2. a relatively large brain volume is included in the beam.
With a temporal beam technique, the radiation dose to the sensitive anterior structures
of the eye may be reduced considerably and the irradiated brain volume is minimal,
particularly when employing straight lateral fields. Although cataracts may be included
when the inclusion of a portion of the lens in the treatment field cannot be avoided, they
are less serious than when the entire lens is included in the beam.
Accurate and reproducible irradiation of an eye with a lateral field with the aim of trea-
ting the entire retina, including its anterior extent, or the entire vitreous with a uniform
dose and of excluding the lens as much as possible makes high demands upon the treat-
ment technique employed. This may be better appreciated if one considers the small di-
mensions of the human eye at a young age. The axial length of the eye of a child at the
age of 6 to 12 months is about 18 to 19 mm and the axial distance between the front sur-
face of the cornea and the posterior pole of the lens about 7 mm (Fig. I1I-2), leaving a
vitreous length of merely 11 to 12 mm. Employment of a conventional field generated
by a 4 to 10 MeV X-ray linear accelerator cannot meet the above demands, as the pe-
numbra width (90%-20%) at a depth of 2 cm is still around 6 mm. Therefore, additional
collimation is required to obtain a sharp-edged beam. Consequently, positioning of the
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treatment field becomes more critical. The generally applied methods of beam positio-
ning by placing the anterior border of the beam at the lateral orbital rim (237, 251), at
the outer angle of the eyelid (86) or at any other extraocular anatomical landmark are
by no means of sufficient accuracy. The technique described by Bagshaw and Kaplan
(7) employing rontgen reference contact lenses for localization of the eye may, theoreti-
cally, increase precision. Skin marks are used for daily positioning of the beam. Howe-
ver, sub-millimetre precision cannot be achieved with marks on a movable skin, as we
experienced with the treatment of patients with intraocular metastases using this techni-
que for eye localization and beam positioning. Besides, the localization technique is
complicated and time consuming. Accurate and reproducible beam positioning can be
achieved only with a technique such as described here, in which the eye is fixed and the
set-up of the treatment field is based entirely on the actual position of the eye and its an-
terior intraocular dimensions.

A disadvantage of the lateral beam technique is the necessity of anaesthesia to ensure
immobilization of the young patient during treatment. It has been attempted several ti-
mes to fixate a patient by means of a large Picker-Flexicast vacuum pillow and to admi-
nister only a local anaesthetic to the eye before placing the contact lens. Unfortunately,
it proved to be impossible to immobilize the patient sufficiently without force. The ap-
plied halothane anaesthesia, however, has proved to be safe and very suitable for a
short-duration treatment of these outpatients. Rotation of the eye of the anaesthetized
patient, which may result in partial underdosage of the anterior retina, is automatically
prevented by the fixation of the eye with a low vacuum contact lens.
The treatment method described in this chapter is an easy and highly accurate means of
irradiating the entire retina or vitreous with maximal protection of healthy radiosensiti-
ve anterior structures of the eye. The irradiation technique can be used on any megavol-
tage X-ray unit in the energy range of 4 to 10 MeV. The optimum energy is about 5 to 6
MeV. At higher energies, the depth for maximum dose build up has to be reduced artifi-
cially. The build-up characteristics and dose profiles of the beam have to be measured
separately for any particular application of this technique.
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Chapter III

RESULTS OF MEGAVOLTAGE RADIATION THERAPY OF RETINOBLAS-
TOMA AT THE UTRECHT RETINOBLASTOMA CENTRE

1. Introduction

The results of treatment of eyes with retinoblastoma that received megavoltage radiati-
on as a primary mode of treatment at the Utrecht Retinoblastoma Centre are described
in this chapter. Radiation therapy was adminstered with the accurate irradiation techni-
que described in Chapter II and standardized according to the tumour dose.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient population

In the period of 1-11-1971 to 1-12-1979, 30 patients with a definite clinical diagnosis of
retinoblastoma were treated with megavoltage radiation therapy to at least one eye. The
age at the onset of radiotherapy varied from 2 weeks to 91 months, with a median of 7
months. Of the total of 30 patients, 25 have been followed-up for more than one year
and 17 have been observed for two years or more.

Table V. Number of patients with retinoblastoma in the various categories

Familial cases

Apparently
sporadic cases

All cases

Bilateral cases

Female

6

10

Male

3

7

26

Unilateral cases

Female

1

2

Male

1

4
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The distribution of the patients in the various categories according to sex, unilateral or
bilateral, apparently sporadic cases and those with a family history of the disease is gi-
ven in Table V. Nineteen patients were girls and 11 were boys; 26 (87%) had bilateral
and 4 (13%) unilateral disease. Three bilaterally affected patients (cases no. 10, no. 16
and no. 30) were the three successive children of a mother with, most likely, a spontane-
ously regressed retinoblastoma in the left eye. Two other patients (cases no. 27 and no.
28) with bilateral disease were identical twin brothers born of unaffected parents. (For
patient numbering, see Fig. Ill-1).
Seven patients came from outside The Netherlands: three from Belgium, two from Ita-
ly, one from Indonesia and one from Curacao.
For all patients, the exact size, number and site of the retinoblastoma lesions were docu-
mented before and at regular intervals after treatment. The children were examined
with the (binocular) indirect ophthalmoscope under general anaesthesia with full mydri-
asis. The examination was always performed by the same ophthalmologist. The patients
were staged retrospectively according to the system of Reese and Ellsworth (184) (Table
III) using the findings of the initial examination. Eight of the eyes treated conservatively
were in group I, 9 were group II, 8 were group III, 12 were group IV and 3 were group
V. The tumour was multicentric in 30 (75%) of the 40 treated eyes.
The standard clinical evaluation included routine haematologic studies, roentgeno-
grams of skull and orbit (Rhese), skeletal survey roentgenograms, liver function studies,
bone marrow aspiration, cerebrospinal fluid cytology and, recently, a cytogenetic study
of peripheral lymphocytes.

Up to now, three patients in this series have been found to have abnormal chromoso-
mes. The first patient (case no. 6) is a girl with bilateral retinoblastoma, severe develop-
mental retardation and psychomotor disturbance. Cytogenetic study of peripheral lym-
phocytes revealed a partial deletion of the long arm of chromosome no. 13 with break-
points at 13q 14 and 13q22 (77). The second case (no. 11) was reported previously by Tan
(227). This boy with bilateral retinoblastoma had a karyotype of 49, XXXXY. Other ab-
normalities were low-set ears and a clubfoot. The third patient (no. 26) is a girl with, at
14 months of age, unilateral retinoblastoma. Chromosomal analyses (77) revealed a de-
leted segment on the long arm of chromosome no. 13 with breakpoints at 13ql2 and
12q21. This patient showed several congenital anomalies such as a small omphalocele,
an ileal atresia, a cleft palate, low-set ears and hypoplasia of the wide-set nipples at
birth. Growth and psychomotor development were delayed. None of these three pa-
tients had a family history of retinoblastoma.

2.2. Treatment modalities employed in the present series

The treatment and follow-up history of each patient are schematically represented in
Fig. III-l, In which are shown:
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Figure III-1. Bar graph summarizing total experience in the treatment of retinobiastoma.
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a) the stage of the tumour in the affected eye at the time of first examination;
b) the distance between the anterior edge of the D-shaped treatment field and the pos-

terior pole of the lens; this distance has been recorded as positive in case of overlap;
c) a bar graph indicating the age of the patient at which the tumourous eye was enu-

cleated or was treated by radiotherapy; the length of the bar represents the follow-up
time after treatment. The age at which additional therapy was given or a cataract
was first seen have also been noted;

d) the visual acuity if assessed.
In 16 out of 26 bilateral cases, the most severely affected eye was enucleated prior to ir-
radiation of the second eye. Excision of the optic nerve up to the chiasm was performed
in two patients (cases no. 2 and no. 8) after tumour was found to be extending to the
margin of resection. Patient no. 2 also then showed tumour cells in the bone marrow
and suspect cells in the cerebrospinal fluid.
Conservative treatment was administered in 1 eye of a bilateral case (no. 9) with light
coagulation alone and in 39 eyes with megavoltage radiation therapy followed by light
coagulation, cryotherapy or enucleation if necessary. Light- and/or cryocoagulation pri-
or to radiotherapy was performed in 4 eyes (cases no. 15, no. 4, no. 8 and no. 26), with
curative intent in the latter 3.
Radiation was administered by an accurate lateral field irradiation method. The dose of
radiation was standardized at 45 Gy given in 15 fractions of 3 Gy each. Patients were
treated 3 times per week under general anaesthesia. Details of dosimetry, field-shaping,
positioning of the beam, eye immobilization and anaesthesia have been described in
Chapter II.
Polychemotherapy was administered to 3 patients (cases no. 2, no. 10 and no. 11) prior
to radiotherapy of the eye and to 1 patient (case no. 3) for treatment of an intracranial
malignancy. The applied cytostatic therapy consisted of intravenous administration of a
combination of vincristine (2 mg/m2-body surface, at two-week intervals) and actinomy-
cin D (25 ng/kg/dd, during 3 days with a maximum of 500 ng, at 6-week intervals), plus
CCNU (oral, 80 mg/m2-body surface, at 6-week intervals). Time and duration of the
chemotherapeutic treatment for each patient are indicated in Fig. III-1.

2.3. Ultrasonic biometry

The precise position of the lens with reference to the cornea of the eyes of the last 20
patients was determined by ultrasonic biometry. Details of the measurement technique
employed have been described in Chapter II. Ultrasonic examinations were performed
at the beginning and, for verification, half-way through the irradiation course. Except
for one patient (case no. 27, OD), no differences were found. The right eye of this pa-
tient showed a totally detached retina and, as compared to the left eye, an anteriorly dis-
placed lens at the time of first examination. During and after radiation therapy, the lens
gradually returned to its correct position.
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Figure 1II-2. Axial dimensions of the anterior segment of the human eye as a function of age.

The axial dimensions of the anterior segment of 27 eyes are presented in Fig. HI-2 as a
function of the patient's age at examination. Again, it must be emphasized that the mea-
surements were carried out under general anaesthesia and without mydriasis. In Fig.
III-2 it can be seen that:
a) the average distance from the corneal vertex to the posterior pole of the lense in-

creases from about 6.2 mm at two weeks to about 7.2 mm at eight months of age and
appears to remain constant afterwards. The average axial lenght of the anterior seg-
ment at birth is, according to Luyckx (127), 6.2 mm and, according to Gernet (67),
6.5 mm with a rapid increase to 7.1 mm at 24 months of age and afterwards to 7.25
mm at the age often years;

b) the average thickness of the lens shows a tendency to increase in the first 5 months
after birth from about 3.4 mm to 3.8 mm and to remain constant afterwards. The
average axial diameter of the lens is, according to Gernet (67), 3.6 mm and remains
unchanged from birth to adulthood. Luyckx (127) reported an average lens thickness
of 3.65 mm at birth.
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2.4. Target volume

The target volume in the eye to be covered by the D-shaped irradiation field was deter-
mined for sach eye individually on the basis of the size, number and site of the retino-
blastoma lesions and the position of the lens. The axial lenght from the corneal vertex to
the posterior pole of the lens was estimated at 7 mm for the first 10 patients and deter-
mined ultrasonically in the last 20 patients. The value of 7 mm proved to be a good esti-
mate as can be seen in Fig. 111-2.
If the tumours were confined to the posterior segment of the eye behind the equator,
the beam was initially positioned with a distance of at least 2 mm between the anterior
edge of the field and the posterior lens surface (Fig. 1II-3-A). After three patients (no. 2,
no. 3 and no. 4) developed new lesions in the anterior retina, the treatment policy was
changed so that at least the entire retina was irradiated. If the tumours were confined to
the posterior segment, the beam was positioned tangent to the posterior lens surface
(Fig. III-3-B) and, if there was any lesion or any seeding anterior to the equator, moved
forward I to 3 mm (Fig. III-3-C) giving an increased risk of cataract formation. The
eventual overlap of the treatment field with the lens is indicated in Figure III-l for all ir-
radiated eyes. The distance between the anterior edge of the D-shaped treatment field
and the posterior pole of the lens was recorded as negative or positive if the field, res-
pectively, cleared (Fig. III-3-A) or overlapped (Fig. HI-3-C) the lens.

Figure 1II-3. The treatment field is positioned tangent to the posterior lens surface (B) if the tumour is
confined to the posterior segment of the eye and moved forward 1 mm to 3 mm (C) if the-
re is any lesion or seeding anterior to the equator.
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3. Results

3.1. Survival

One of the 30 patients in this series died of a cerebral tumour at the age of 51 months.
This case is reported below.

Case report 1.
Patient no. 3 (Fig. III-I), whose father had been treated during infancy for unilateral retinobiastoma,
was found to have bilateral retinobiastoma, stages IB, at 1 month of age. Each eye contained two small
tumours: a small lesion in the posterior pole of OD and OS and a second lesion at (OS) or just anterior
to (OD) the equator. There was no evidence of distant metastasis. Roentgenograms of the skull made at
the time of initial cJinical examination and repeated later revealed two small foci of calcifications in the
posterior cranial groove. A test for toxoplasmosis and an echographic and a scintigraphic study of the
brains were all unrevealing.
Bilateral irradiation with two opposing fields was applied, clearing the lenses by 2 mm. The central tu-
mour of the left eye was light coagulated three times, at 3, 4 and 5 months after radiotherapy, before it
was controlled. The right eye received one session of light coagulation to the posterior lesion and two
successive sessions of cryotherapy to the anterior lesion at, respectively, 2 and 6 months following radi-
otherapy. However, at 26 months and again at 40 months after radiotherapy, a new tumour appeared in
the ora serrata near the original anterior tumour, requiring each time two sessions of cryotherapy for
control.
Shortly after the last treatment with cryotherapy, the patient began to vomit and complained that there
was a warm feeling in his head. Radiological studies, including computer tomography, revealed disten-
sion of the cranial sutures and a serious hydrocephalus of the third and lateral ventricles due to a tu-
mour process in the pineal region. The cerebral tumour did not respond to a course of polychemothera-
py. Radiation therapy was administered at 35 Gy to the entire brain volume and at 50 Gy to the tumour
region. After initial improvement, the patient died 9 months later.
The typical location of the brain tumour outside the original irradiation fields and the absence of evi-
dence of retinobiastoma metastases in the bone marrow, spinal fluid or elswhere in the body made it li-
kely that this lesion was an independent primary, believed clinically to be a pinealoma, and not a solita-
ry metastasis from the retinobiastoma. Postmortem examination to confirm this possibility was not per-
mitted. A similar case has been described and discussed by Jakobiec et al. (95).
At the time of the patient's death, there was no sign of tumour activity in the eyes. For this reason, both
eyes were considered as cured in the analysis of the treatment results.

3.2. Ocular results

Saved eyes, treatment failures and radiation damage versus initial staging of the tu-
mours for all 40 treated eyes and, separately, for the 22 treated eyes with a follow-up pe-
riod of at least 2 years are summarized in Table VI. Of the 40 conservatively treated ey-
es, 6 were secondarily enucleated and 34 were saved. The enucleations were carried out
at, respectively, 2.5 (2x), 4, 5, 21 and 22.5 months after radiation therapy. Uncontrolla-
ble recurrence of tumour was the cause for only 1 of the 6 enucleations. Local tumour
control was obtained in I eye with light coagulation, in 10 eyes with radiation therapy
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Table VI. Results of irradiation of retinoblastoma

Stage

*

I —A
— B

II —A
— B

III —A
— B

IV —A
— B

V —A
— B

Total

Follow-up time >

No. of

eyes

1
4

3

5( 6)

4
2

1
1

21(22)

2 years

Saved eyes

N

I
4*

3

5(6)

3
2

—

18(19)

%

100%

100%

100%

83%

0%

86%

Secondary

enucleations

—

—

—

1

1
1

3

Follow-up time > 2 months (all cases)

No. of

eyes

3
5

4
5

6( 7)
1

8
4

2
1

39(40)
.__

Additional

light- or
cryo-coag.

2
4

2
1

5

7
3

1

25

Saved eyes

N

3
5*

4
5

6( 7)

6
4

—

33(34)

%

100%

100%

86%

83%

0%

85%

Secondary

enucleations

—

—

1

2

2
1

6

Radiation

Cataract

—

—

2

2
3

1

8

damage

Vascular
necrosis

1

—

1

—

—

2

— In parenthesis: including one eye treated exclusively by light coagulation.
— * including both eyes of patient no. 3, who died of a cerebral tumour.



only and, in 23 eyes, with radiation therapy followed by light coagulation and/or cryo-
therapy for persistent or recurrent tumour.
The percentages of cure of the irradiated eyes with a minimum follow-up of 2 years and,
in parentheses, of all irradiated eyes were 100% (100%), 100% (100%), 100% (86%), 83%
(83%) and 0% (0%; only 3 eyes) in stages I to V, respectively. It is not expected that the
overall percentages of saved eyes will change substantially, as the prognosis for the most
recently treated and saved eyes appears to be good. On the other hand, the prognosis of
an eye that developed tumour nodules around the iris 60 months after radiotherapy is
doubtful. A brief case report of this late recurrence of tumour follows.

Case report 2.
Patient no. 4 (Fig. III-l), a girl, whose mother had been treated during infancy for unilateral retinoblas-
toma, was found to have bilateral retinoblastoma, stages IVA (OS) and IIIA (OD), at 3 months of age.
There was no evidence of distant mctastases. It was elected to irradiate only the left eye and to treat the
two small tumour islands in the right eye, one in the posterior and the second in the anterior retina,
with, respectively, light- and cryocoagulation. The large posterior tumour of the left eye was coagulated
once, one month after radiotherapy. No recurrence of tumour has been detected in this eye for 66
months. Recurrences of the two lesions in the right eye were treated repeatedly with light- and cryocoa-
gulation during a period of 7 months before this eye was also irradiated. The beam passed the lens at a
distance of 1.5 mm. Both tumours disappeared completely shortly after radiotherapy. However, 26
months later, there was a recurrence at the ora serrata near the original anterior tumour, requiring
three sessions of cryotherapy for control. Sixty months after radiotherapy, tumour nodules appeared all
over the iris of the right eye. A short time ago, she underwent electron beam irradiation of the anterior
segment of this eye with the hope of avoiding enucleation. The lesions responded well and disappeared
during treatment.

The quality of vision could be ascertained for 13 saved eyes, as indicated in Fig. III-l.
Two eyes had a visual acuity of better than 0.5, five had 0.4 to 0.2, three had 0.1 to 0.05
and three had 0.02 to hand motion. The reasons for a visual acuity less than 0.5 were:
a) a central position of the tumour, involving the macular region, which occurred in 6

eyes, three of which had a cataract which further impaired vision;
b) radiation cataract in two eyes; in one of these, the lens was aspirated;
c) vitreous haemorrhage in one eye;
d) retinopathy in one eye.
For other eyes, it was not possible to assess the visual acuity because of too young an
age or mental deficiency (patient no. 6).

Up to now, radiation cataracts of all degrees have been diagnosed clinically in 8 of the
39 irradiated eyes. Two eyes underwent aspiration of the lens at, respectively, 10 and 38
months after irradiation. Radiation cataract developed exclusively in those lenses in
which a major part was included in the treatment field. The accurate radiation techni-
que applied allowed the reconstruction of the precise absolute dose distribution in the
lens of each irradiated eye. A preliminary study on the relation of the total dose to the
lens and the likelihood of the development of a radiation cataract is presented in Chap-
ter IV. •
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3.3. Treatment failures

Six irradiated eyes were enucleated secondarily. The case reports are briefly reported
below. (See also Fig. Ill-1).

Case report 3.
In patient no. 11, an attempt was made to reduce the great extent of the tumour mass (stage VA) in his
remaining right eye with an intensive course of polychemotherapy. The tumour initially showed a slight
regression but regrevv again. Radiation therapy of the eye, including a major portion of the lens, started
after the 2 months of cytostatic treatment, caused a strong tumour regression. Additional cryolherapy
was administered to a residual lesion. A complete and persistent retinal detachment then occured. The
eye was enucleated 4 months after radiotherapy. Hislologic examination failed to reveal viable tumour
cells.

Case report 4.
Also tragic was the treatment failure of patient no. 2. The optic nerve of the enucleated left eye of this
patient was excised up to the chiasm after tumour was found to be extending to the margin of resection.
However, haematogenous spread was already evident by the presence of tumour cells in the bone mar-
row shortly after surgery. A therapeutic course of polychemotherapy was promptly started. Although
no additional tumour cells could be found in the bone marrow after two months, the administration of
the cytostatics was continued for another 24 months. Radiation therapy of only the posterior half of the
right eye was started simultaneously with chemotherapy at the age of 6 months. This eye contained two
tumours: a large lesion measuring 10 optic disc diameters across at the posterior pole and a small lesion
at the equator, both of which were sterilized. New tumours then arose 7 months after radiotherapy in
the not irradiated outer peripheral retina despite the continued intensive treatment with cytostatics.
The new lesions could not be controlled by cryotherapy. Seeding occurred 18 months after radiothera-
py and it was not until then that, by implantation, new tumours developed in the formerly irradiated
posterior retina. The eye was enucleated 22.5 months after radiotherapy. The patient is alive and in
good health without signs of distant metastasis 49 months after enucieation of his second eye.

Case report 5.
Patient no. 14 was found to have bilateral retinobiastoma at 4.5 months of age. It was elected to enu-
cleate the right eye, as a complete cataract prevented ophthalmoscopic investigation. Histological
examination of this eye revealed a large tumour. The optic nerve was free of tumour. The left eye, con-
taining an advanced tumour stage VB, was irradiated with a major portion of the lens included. A rapid
and strong regression of the tumour occurred. Unfortunately, the retina detached completely in the
midcourse of the radiation therapy. The lens, showing vacuoles prior to irradiation, developed a com-
plete cataract within 7 months after treatment. An uncomplicated aspiration was performed two
months later. As the retina remained detached and the eye showed complete functional loss, the eye
was enucleated 21 months after radiotherapy. Histological examination showed no viable tumour cells.

Case report 6.
This case concerned a patient (no. 20) with sporadic unilateral retinobiastoma of the left eye. The large,
solitary, tumour in the posterior segment of the eye showed a strong regression after radiation therapy.
However, a relatively large tumour remnant remained, covering the region of the optic disc. Because it
could not be ascertained whether there was invasion of the optic nerve or not and light coagulation of
this area is contraindicated, the eye was enucleated for safety 5 months after radiotherapy. Histological
examination revealed a completely necrotized tumour without apparent viable tumour cells (Fig. 1-16).
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Case reports 7 and 8.
The bilaterally affected twin brothers, patients no. 27 and 28, were both irradiated bilaterally with two
opposing fields during the same period. At the time of initial diagnosis, the right eye of patient no. 27
showed a completely detached retina and, as compared to the left eye, an anteriorly displaced lens. A
tumour mass could be faintly seen behind the retina. The tumour lesions in both eyes underwent a
strong regression during and after radiotherapy. Simultaneously, the lens of the right eye returned to its
correct position. Because the retina of this eye remained detached with a hole in the retina at the site of
the original tumour, it was enucleated 2.5 months after radiotherapy.
The left eye of his twin brother, patient no. 28, showed a partly detached retina prior to radiotherapy.
The tumour masses in both eyes also underwent a strong regression during and after irradiation. Howe-
ver, as the retina of the left eye detached completely with, likewise, a hole in (he retina at the site of the
original tumour, this eye was also enucleated 2.S months after radiotherapy. The results of the histologi-
cal examination of both enucleated eyes are not known yet. Fortunately, the prognosis of the saved
eyes of these two patients appears to be good.

These failures have been described so extensively because of a few aspects of their his-
tory which were also of importance in the treatment of the other patients in this series.
These are:
a) the development of new tumours in the peripheral retina if this region has not been

irradiated,
b) the problems often involved with the determination of whether an irradiated lesion

has been sterilized or not;
c) the influence of polychemotherapy on intra- and extraocular retinoblastoma.

3.4. AdditionJ treatment

In 25 of the 39 eyes, radiotherapy was followed by light- and/or cryocoagulation. These
cases have been analysed for the incidence of new tumours and persistent or recurrent
tumours within and outside the irradiated portion of the retina and the time that additio-
nal therapy to a lesion was started after radiotherapy (Fig. III-4).

New tumours developed in 3 of the 8 eyes in which only the posterior segment was in-
cluded in the radiation beam. These cases concerned the three formerly reported pa-
tients no. 2 (case report 4), no. 3 (case report 1) and no. 4 (case report 2). The new les-
ions, which were found exclusively in the not irradiated extreme periphery of the retina,
were treated with cryotherapy 7 months (patient no. 2), 26 months and retreated 40
months (patient no. 3, OD) and 27 months (patient no. 4, OD) following completion of
radiotherapy. The latter patient, who developed tumour nodules all over the iris of her
right and best eye 60 months after radiotherapy, underwent electron beam irradiation.
Up to now, no new tumours have been found within the irradiated retina of any patient.

In 23 (59%) of the 39 irradiated eyes, additional light- and/or cryotherapy was administe-
red in a total of 29 cases of tumours for which sterilization was not absolutely certain or
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Figure III-4. Distribution of the time intervals between radiotherapy and initiation of additional treat-
ment to persistent, recurrent or new tumours.

where there were recurrences at the site of the original lesion. Additional therapy was
started in the majority of cases within a period of 5 months after radiotherapy, as illu-
strated in Fig. If 1-4. The time of onset and termination of a course of local treatment ne-
ver exceeded 6.5 months (Fig. IH-4) and 12 months, respectively, after radiotherapy.

3.5. The effect ofpolychemotherapy

Only three patients have been treated prior to or during radiotherapy with polychemo-
therapy according to the scheme mentioned above. The effect of these cytostatics on
the size of the intraocular tumours was negligible in cases no. 2, no. 10, and no. 11 and,
in case no. 2, could not even prevent the development of new primary tumours; howe-
ver, they were curative in the same case no. 2 with regard to the metastases found in the
bone marrow.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Intercomparison of treatment results

Up to now, there have been only two reports of importance giving more or less detailed
results of treatment of eyes with retinoblastoma using megavoltage irradiation through a
temporal field as the primary mode of treatment.
In the treatment results of a large group of patients which Ellsworth reported in 1977
(see Table IV, Chapter I 5.9), no clear distinction was made between the cures obtained
with megavoltage irradiation and those attained with local treatment alone (49).

Egbert et al. (44) reported on a group of 28 children treated between 1956 and 1974 at
the Stanford University Medical Center with a 4.5. MeV linear accelerator utilizing D-
shaped lateral portals (7). Most irradiated eyes received 50 to 60 Gy fractionated during
5 to 6 weeks. Some patients were also treated with light coagulation, cryotherapy, se-
cond courses of radiotherapy or TEM. The patients have been followed for two years or
more, excluding one patient who died of disseminated metastatic disease at the age of
21 months. Twenty-two of the 38 irradiated eyes of 27 patients could be saved. The per-
centages of saved eyes were 88%, 60%, 87%, 0% (only 2 eyes) and 33% in stages I to V,
respectively (Table VII).
Of these 22 eyes, 5 had visual acuity of 0.5 or better, 5 had 0.4 to 0.02, nine had acuity
varying from 0.01 to hand motion, two had light perception and one had no light per-

Tabel VII. Results of megavoltage irradiation of retinoblastoma at different centres

Stage

1
II

III
IV
V

Total

Utrecht ; 1971
(this study)

No. of

eyes

8
9
7

12
3

39

Savec

N

8
9
6

10
—

33

-1979

leyes

%

100%
100%
86%
83%
0%

Essen; 1973-
(Hopping et i

No. of

eyes

12
18
17
3

50

1977
u.,86)

Saved eyes

N

11
15
11
1

38

%

92%
83%
65%

(33%)

Stanford; 1956 -1974
(Egbert et al.

No. of

eyes

8
5
8
2

15

38

,44)

Saved eyes

N

7
3
7
0
5

22

%

88%
60%
87%
—
33%

%-cure

all eyes

94%
88%
85%
68%
25%
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ception. Cataracts of some identifiable degree developed in 25 (66%) of the 38 irradia-
ted eyes but were a clinical problem in only 9 (24%). There were no tumour recurrences
in the anterior portions of the vitreous or retina.

Hopping et al. (86) reported on a group of 50 eyes treated between 1973 and 1977 at the
"Klinikum Essen" with a 5.7 MeV linear accelerator utilizing conventional lateral por-
tals of 3 x 3 cm2 to 4 x 4 cm2. The administered radiation doses varied from 40 to 60 Gy
fractionated during 4 to 6 weeks. Forty-three (86%) of the 50 irradiated eyes were trea-
ted additionally by light- and/or cryocoagulation. The patients have been followed for a
few months to about 42 months. The percentages of saved eyes were 92% in stage II,
83% in stage III, 65% in stage IV and 1 out of 3 eyes in stage VA (Table VII). There was
no statement as to visual acuity. None of the patients receiving less than 50 Gy develo-
ped complications.

The survey of the percentages of saved eyes in the series of Stanford, Essen and Utrecht
given in Table VII, shows that an impressive fraction of the eyes containing retinoblas-
toma stages I to III and even stage IV can be saved with megavoltage radiation therapy
followed, if necessary, by light coagulation or cryotherapy. As regards the eyes with tu-
mour stage V, the number of treated cases in the present series is too limited to draw
any conclusion. The only reason for secondary enucleation of all three eyes in this
group was total detachment of the retina thought to be due to the rapid regression of
the large tumour. However, from the results at Stanford (Table VII) and New York (Ta-
ble IV, Chapter I 5.9), it would appear that about 30% of eyes with retinoblastoma stage
V can still be saved.

4.2. Recurrences

4.2.1. Persistent or recurrent tumour

In 23 (59%) of the 39 irradiated eyes in this series, additional light- or cryotherapy was
administered in a total of 29 persistent or recurrent tumours. The true incidence of un-
sterilized tumour after receiving a full dose of radiation is probably much lower, as addi-
tional therapy was given in many cases if it could not be ascertained whether a lesion
was devitalized or not. This may be best illustrated with the irradiated right eye of the
unilaterally affected patient no. 20 (case report 5). This eye was enucleated because of
fear of active tumour remnants at the optic disc. Microscopic examination revealed a
totally necrotic tumour (Fig. 1-16). All cases of apparently persisting or recurring tu-
mour could be controlled by light coagulation or cryotherapy. The time of onset and of
termination of a course of additional local treatment never exceeded, respectively, 6.5
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months (Fig. III-4) and 12 months after radiotherapy. This suggests that irradiated tu-
mours which appear inert for 6 to 8 months can be regarded as cured.

True persisting or recurring tumour after administration of a full dose of radiation of 45
Gy in 5 weeks is probably due to a lack of radiosensitivity of certain tumour cells. They
might, as discussed previously in Chapter I, section 5.6, originate from nests of highly
differentiated tumour cells or hypoxic tumour cells.
Another factor that may effect the radiosensitivity of the tumour and healthy tissue is
the use of anaesthesia during irradiation. Some anaesthetics have the effect of depres-
sing the rate and depth of breathing and, consequently, may reduce the oxygen tension
in the tissues of the anaesthetized patient. As a result, the proportion of hypoxic cells
may be increased. On the other hand, it is possible that, by shortening the retinal circu-
lation time due to dilation of the retinal vessels in response to the anaesthesia, the rate
of oxygen delivery from the retinal vascular system remains unchanged. An eventual
positive or negative influence of the short duration halothane anaesthesia on the effecti-
veness of radiation in retinoblastoma could not be determined either from this study or
from the literature. Likewise, no conclusions could be drawn as to the origin of the per-
sisting tumour cells, since no eyes were lost due to uncontrollable recurrence at the site
of a fully irradiated tumour.

4.2.2 New tumours

New tumours developed in the retina at the ora serrata in 3 of the 8 eyes in this series in
which only the posterior segment was irradiated. Although their number was small, it is
noteworthy that they appeared later as opposed to the recurrences at the site of former-
ly irradiated tumours (Fig. III-4).New tumour islands may arise from:
a) subclinical tumour foci which were not apparent ophthalmoscopically at the first

examination;
b) tumour seedlings into the vitreous which, after implantation on and vascularization

from the retina, may start to grow rapidly;
c) unsterilized tumour cells scattered away from a locally treated retinoblastoma lesion;

these cells may not divide for long periods but start to proliferate as soon as growth
conditions are suitable;

d) completely undifferentiated retinal cells having the potential to be transformed into
tumour cells. At a young age, undifferentiated retinal cells may be present in the reti-
na at the ora serrata (132, 156, 209, 232) and clusters of immature retinal neurons
may be present in the entire retina of patients with chromosomal aberrations (63,
189).

Regardless their origin, no new tumours have developed to date within the retinal surfa-
ce of any of the 39 irradiated eyes of this series that received the full dose of radiation.
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This strongly suggests that the occurrence of new lesions may be prevented by irradiati-
on of the entire retina or, in case of peripheral tumour or seedlings, the entire vitreous.
Further support for this hypothesis comes from various studies reporting the incidence
of new tumours after local treatment of retinoblastoma or after external irradiation of
the affected eye.
Rosengren (194), reporting on a series of 17 eyes initially treated with a Tengroth-co-
balt-applicator (193) or light coagulation (1 eye), found recurrences in 9 eyes (53%), of
which 4 eyes (23%) had new lesions in untreated areas.
Stallard (1955) reported the appearance of new tumour islands in 60% of 43 cases trea-
ted with radioactive discs. With one exception, these additional islands appeared in eyes
in which the retinoblastoma was first noted between the 4th and 7th month of life.
Bedford (11), reporting on a group of 121 eyes, found that, of 63 eyes with favourable
tumours which were treated by a Stallard-cobalt-applicator (220), light coagulation or
cryotherapy, 27 eyes (43%) developed recurrences, 12 (20%) of which were new tu-
mours. The other 58 eyes, containing unfavourably located or advanced tumours, were
treated with a direct anterior cobalt beam. Recurrences occurred in 28 eyes (46%); only
5 of these eyes (8%) showed new tumour locations. Unfortunately, there was no state-
ment as to the applied radiation doses.

Thompson et al. (234) and Weiss et al. (251) reported the occurrence of recurrent tu-
mour and new lesions in the anterior retina in eyes in which it was determined that these
regions were not included in the original, lateral, treatment field. On the other hand, Eg-
bert et al. (44) had no difficulty with tumour recurrence in the anterior portions of the
retina or the vitreous. It may be concluded from their high incidence of cataract forma-
tion that in their series of all eyes the peripheral retina was included in the lateral radia-
tion field. Their suggestion to move the field slightly posterior in eyes with only posteri-
or tumour to thus decrease the incidence of cataract would be a poor policy unless a
very accurate and reproducible irradiation technique was utilized. For example, with
the precise treatment method used in this study, it is possible to include 1 mm of the
posterior pole of the lens in the irradiation field without inducing an opacity impairing
vision (Chapter IV). Under this treatment condition, the entire retina and nearly all of
the vitreous will receive a uniform radiation dose.

One may wonder if the Joss of the right and remaining eye of patient no. 2 (case report
4) due to the appearance of uncontrollable new tumours in the peripheral retina could
have been prevented if this region had been included in the original treatment field.

5. Conclusions

From the results of treatment of retinoblastoma in the present series and in series repor-
ted in the literature, it may be concluded that:
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a) primary enucleation of an eye should be performed only if there is no potential for
useful vision or if involvement of the optic disc seems eminent;

b) the entire retinal surface or, in case of peripheral tumour or vitreous seeding, the en-
tire vitreous is at risk and should be treated;

c) accurate and reproducible irradiation of the entire retina or vitreous with maximal
sparing of the adjacent radiosensitive anterior structures, particularly the lens, is pos-
sible only with an irradiation method such as described in Chapter II;

d) a total dose of 45 Gy given in 5 weeks at 3 fractions per week will sterilize most of the
tumour cells with, apparently, little clinical evidence of damage to healthy retina and
will prevent new tumour growths in susceptible retinal areas;

e) generally, an irradiated tumour which appears inert for 6 to 8 months can be regar-
ded as cured;

0 persisting or recurring tumour after administration of a full dose of radiation of 45
Gy in 5 weeks can be controlled by light coagulation or by cryotherapy;

g) eyes receiving a total radiation dose of more than 50 Gy will probably be worse off
visually due to complications (Ch. I, section 5.7) than eyes in which persistent tu-
mour after administration of a dose of 45 Gy can be eradicated by light coagulation
or cryotherapy;

h) with a treatment regimen such as rr.sntioned above, it is possible to save 100% to
85% of the eyes with tumour stages I to HI, about 70% of the eyes with tumour stage
IV and nearly 30% of the eyes with tumour stage V;

i) these very favourable results of treatment of retinoblastoma can be attained and fur-
ther improved only in a centre where all of the necessary highly specialized diagnos-
tic and therapeutic techniques are available and all of the specialists concerned in
the management of this rare disease are working in close cooperation.
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Chapter IV

RADIATION CATARACT

1. Introduction

A cataract as defined here is any detectable change in the normally transparent lens of
the eye. The effect may vary from small disturbances in the lens, causing light falling on
it to be scattered, to almost complete opacification. Cataracts may be initiated by or as-
sociated with a variety of factors, including physical trauma, ageing, metabolic stress,
hereditary defects, disease, microwaves and ionizing radiation.
In the treatment of retinoblastoma with megavoltage radiation, it is not always possible
to entirely exclude the lens from the treatment field. As a consequency, cataract may be
induced. The severity of an opacity of the lens that may arise as a delayed complication
following ocular irradiation depends on many factors.
In this chapter are presented:
1) a review of the literature on radiation cataract formation in the animal and human

lens;
2) the preliminary results of a study on the dose-relationship for cataracts found in the

lens of patients following accurate megavoltage irradiation of retinoblastoma;
3) an experimental study on cataracts arising in the rabbit after fractionated megavoll.a-

ge irradiation of the entire lens or of a posterior portion of the lens.

2. Radiation cataract in man and in experimental animals: a review

2.1. The lens

The normal human lens is a transparent biconvex body enclosed in a strong and slightly
elastic capsule. Following the regression of the hyaloid system of blood vessels during
fetal life, it has no blood supply. After this time, it receives its nourishment from the
aqueous and vitreous humour.
The epithelium of the lens is a single layer of cells lying only beneath the anterior and
equatorial capsule. Cell division takes place in a narrow band of the epithelium situated
just in front of the equator, called the germinative zone. From reported geometrical re-
constructions of the human lens at different ages (20,29), it appears that the position of
the germinative zone with respect to the anterior pole may be estimated at an axial
depth of between 1/3 and 1/2 the lens thickness. Few mitoses occur other than in this
germanitive zone. The most recently formed cells become elongated, as illustrated in
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Figure IV-I. Schematic representation of a transverse section of the lens. At the equator, the dividing
cells are elongating to form lens cortical cells.

the schematic representation of a transverse section of the lens in Fig. IV-1. The tips of
these new fibre cells grow axial toward the two poles, beneath the epithelium anteriorly
and beneath the capsule posteriorly. At the front and the back of the lens, these U-sha-
ped fibre cells meet each other at suture lines. Because of the continuous formation of
new cells, the preceding generations are displaced more and more into the cortex, car-
rying their nuclei with them. These nuclei eventually form a zone, the lens bow curving
forward from the epithelial region towards the nucleus. Finally, the deepest cells lose
their nuclei as they are incorporated into the nucleus of the lens.
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2.2. Sequence of events in radiation cataract formation

Cataracts induced by ionizing radiation have been studied histologically and clinically
by numerous workers (see reviews, 31, 201, 202). Most investigators now believe that
cataractous changes are initiated by radiation injury to the lens epithelium, predomi-
nantly its germinative zone and, presumably, also to the young nucleated fibre cells (74,
173).
The sequene of events in a irradiated lens is as follows:
a) an immediate decrease in and cessation of mitosis in the lens epithelium which, in

the rabbit, may last up to a week depending on the dose of radiation (202);
b) this is followed by several weeks of excess mitosis along with the appearance of

many fragmented nuclei; both the degree and the continuance of overshoot of cell
division and the numbers of degenerate cells appearing with time after irradiation
vary greatly with different species (203);

c) the damaged cells forming fibres fail to elongate properly;
d) the nuclei of the younger fibre cells then begin moving toward the posterior pole of

the lens, while those of the older fibre cells move a shorter distance toward the ante-
rior pole (74,258);

e) in time, the pattern of nuclei in the region of the lens bow becomes unrecognizable,
with disrupted and swollen fibers;

f) the damaged or killed cells from the germinative zone enter the cortex and migrate
toward the posterior pole, resulting in a loss of cytoarchitecture in the superficial
area of the cortex, which proceeds the appearance of clinically visible granules and
vacuoles in that region; at low radiation doses, the progression may stop at this stage
and the resulting opacity may become stationary at a level at which vision is little dis-
turbed or not;

g) at higher doses, the process of lens fibre disorganization continues in the cortex and
the opacity may progress until it results in a significant loss of vision; eventually, the
whole lens may be involved, resulting in total opacification.

2.3. Influence of age

Several investigators (30, 74, 203) have shown that the lens of young animals (rabbits,
rats, cats and dogs) is far more susceptible to radiation and that the latent period in the
development of cataract is shorter than in the adult animal. This is directly related to
the larger number of dividing cells present in the lens epithelium at younger ages (203).
The average total numbers of mitotic cells von Sallmann (202) counted in, for instance,
the lens epithelium of rabbits of different age groups were 490 at the age of 12 days, 356
at age of 4'/2 weeks, 170 at the age of 12 to 16 weeks and 40 at the age of 20 months. In
analogy with this, Cogan and Donaldson (30) found, in rabbits, that, with increasing age
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of the animal at the time of a single exposure of 1500 R, the cataracts occurred after a
progressively longer latent period.
The mitotic activity in the lens epithelium of man is not known. Since the human lens,
as opposed to the animal lens, is little subjected to dehydration (84), the mitotic activity
in the epithelium may be derived from its growth rate with age. The human lens grows
throughout life. According to Scammon and Hesdorffer (204), the weight of the human
lens increases from almost 66 mg at birth to 130 mg at one year of age. Thereafter, it in-
creases in weight very slowly, roughly proportional to age, until age 90, when it weights
about 250 mg. If the supposition that the growth rate of the human lens is directly rela-
ted to the mitotic activity in its epithelium is correct, then it can be expected that the
healthy lens:

a) in the first year after birth will be far more sensitive to radiation and will develop ca-
taract earlier than thereafter;

b) in later life, its radiosensitivity will remain about the same.
However, in older age, the metabolic condition of especially the human lens gradually
deteriorates. As a consequence, the susceptibility of the lens to the injuring effect of ra-
diation might again increase at more advanced age.

2.4. Effect of partial shielding of the lens

Several researchers (116,173,174, 179) have found that shielding a small part of the lens
from the radiation profoundly modified the development of opacity in the irradiated
area.
A dose of orthovoltage radiation administered through an anterior beam which if given
to the entire lens of a rabbit would produce a total cataract produced after quandrantal
exposure of the lens, partial and less serious cataract only in the exposed section (116,
179). Irradiation of a central area of the lens alone, not including the germinative zone,
produced no cataracts (173,179).
These findings suggest that the mean dose to the equatorial lens cells might be used as
the parameter of relevance for the risk of cataract formation.

2.5. The effect offractionation of the radiation dose on cataract production

The response of the lens to fractionated doses of X-radiation has been investigated by
several groups (56,99,181,206). These investigators generally agree that, if a dose of X-
radiation is given over several equal fractions, the cataractogenic effect will be less than
when it is given as a single dose. The lesser effect of fractionated X-radiation on the lens
is most probably due to the capacity of the cells in the lens to recover from sublethal ra-
diation damage as demonstrated by Elking (46).
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Other factors that might be involved in the lessened effect of fractioned X-irradiation
on the lens are:
a) the absence of early inflammatory reactions in the anterior segment of the eye,

which are reported to occur at high single doses (259) and which may play a contri-
butory role in the development of radiation cataracts; prolonged inflammation of the
anterior segment can cause posterior subcapsular cataracts (41);

b) the possibility of the removal of toxic metabolites from the lens after each fraction.

2.6. Latent period

Cogan and Donaldson (30) demonstrated that the latent period for the onset of cata-
racts in 10-week-old Chinchilla rabbits after a single exposure was an inverse function of
the dose. A similar finding was reported by Kandori (99), who used 3 to 4-month-old,
unspecified, white rabbits. The time of onset in his study was much more delayed. In
comparing the data of the two studies, there appears to be a time difference in the latent
period of about 2.5 months with exposures of 2000 R, increasing to 7 months with expo-
sures of 1000 R. In rabbits receiving 900 R or less, Kandori found no cataracts, in con-
trast to Cogan and Donaldson, who still found opacities, although mild and very delay-
ed, in rabbits receiving 250 R.
Fractionation of the radiation dose was found to delay considerably the time for the on-
set of cataracts in the lens of mice (56) and rabbits (99).

2.7. Radiation cataracts in humans

Although exhaustive experimental studies have been made in animals, there is still only
limited knowledge of the relation between radiation dosage to the lens and the likeli-
hood of cataract formation in man. Some information pertinent to radiation cataracto-
genesis in the human lens is obtained from studies of patients treated with radiation in
which a proportion of the dose reached the eye.

Parker et al (166) reported the findings in 85 eyes of 45 patients who were treated predo-
minantly with megavoltage apparature for tumours of the head and neck. The average
radiation dose to each lens was determined by reconstruction of the treatment set-up on
an adult cadaver and insertion of a small ionization chamber with a measurement volu-
me of 5 mm in length and 2 mm in diameter (257) into the position of the lens. They
found:
a) 4 cases of probably radiation-related cataracts after dosages of 20.4 to 39 Gy delive-

red in 46 to 85 days;
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b) 12 cases of possibly radiation-related lens changes after dosages of 0.1 to 13.75 Gy
delivered in 24 to 74 days;

c) 32 cases of nonradiation related lens changes after dosages of 0.1 Gy to 10.5 Gy deli-
vered in 36 to 60 days;

d) no changes in 3' lenses after dosages of 0.45 Gy to 12.6 Gy in 14 to 93 days.
The follow-up time ranged from 3 to 15 years after irradiation. In a control group of 21
nonirradiated patients, 27 of 42 (64%) lenses showed changes, particularly posterior sub-
capsular granularity without plaque formation. This included 6 of 8 lenses of persons
under thirty years of age and 21 of 32 lenses of those under fifty.

Britten et al. (18) reported 14 cases of radiation-induced cataracts in 38 patients treated
with radon gold seed implants for tumours of the eyelid; only 5 seriously affected visual
acuity. The minimum follow-up time in this study was 6 years. Radiation dosages to the
centre of the lens and to the edge of the iens nearest to the implants were recalculated
from the original localization radiographs. It appeared that:
a) no radiation cataract occured with an edge dose below 2000 R;
b) a sector-shaped cataract almost always occurred if the edge dose was over 4000 R;
c) major cataracts causing serious deterioration in visual acuity occurred only after

central doses of over 3000 R.
They concluded that radiation cataract is unlikely to occur after a dose to the lens of
under 2000 R but it is almost inevitable after a dose of 4000 R or more.
In a parallel series of 58 cases treated by superficial X-radiation, 12 cases revealed typi-
cal minor congenital and senile cataracts as well as nonspecific opacities randomly dis-
tributed between treated and untreated eyes. Only one radiation-related sector-shaped
cataract was observed in this series; this was in the contralateral eye which received an
estimated dose of 9.5 Gy in a single exposure, while the lens on the treated side received
only 0.16 Gy.

Recently, Morita and Kawabe (149) reported on a group of 28 patients treated with a 6
MeV conformation radiotherapy technique for carcinoma of the paranasal sinuses and
nasal cavity. The follow-up time ranged from over 3 years to 9 years after radiotherapy.
They found that:
a) 28 lenses receiving less than 14 Gy in 6 weeks were clear;
b) in 2 lenses, no cataract had developed after dosages of, respectively, 14.3 Gy and

19.2 Gy in 6 weeks;
c) minor cataracts occurred in 2 lenses within 41 to 44 months after the administration

of a dosage of about 33 Gy in 6 weeks;
d) severe cataracts developed in 18 lenses within 17 to 60 months after administration

of a dosage ranging from 28 Gy to 54 Gy in 6 weeks;
e) panophthalmopathy with corneal ulceration occurred in 3 eyes within 20 months af-

ter a dosage of around 63 Gy in 6 weeks.
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The time of appearance of the cataracts in this series suggested an inverse relationship
with the dosage to the lens.
Three other patients who were also treated with bromodesoxyuridine and methotrexate

;; developed earlier eye complications at relatively lower radiation dosages.

The most extensive study has been that of Merriam and Focht (140) who reported 100
cases of radiation produced cataracts and 73 patients without lens changes. They sugge-
sted that:
a) all cases which received over 1150 R to the lens, irrespective of the duration of treat-

ment, developed cataracts;
b) the minimum cataractogenic dose was 200 R for a single exposure, 400 R for divided

treatment over 3 weeks to 3 months and 550 R for divided treatment over more than
3 months.

Unfortunately, there may be some doubt about the correctness of these dose levels, as
will be discussed below.
Of the total number of 173 lenses,
— 119 received a dose emanating entirely or for the major part from either a radium

plaque, radon seeds or a nasal radium capsule or a combination of these techniques,
— 5 received a dose of superficial X-radiation,
— 12 received a dose of 200-250 kV X-radiation and
— 37 lenses of young retinoblastoma patients received a dose when treated with an or-

thovoltage two-beam technique as described by Martin and Reese (133).
The average radiation dose to each lens was determined by reconstruction of the irradi-
ation situation on an adult phantom skull and insertion of an ionization chamber with a
measurement volume of 6 mm in length and 5 mm in diameter into the position of the
lens of a phantom eye. Accurate reconstruction of the irradiation situations using radi-
um plaques or radon seeds is, however, almost impossible. For this reason, Parker et al.
(166) excluded from their study all patients treated by these methods. Besides, if the re-
construction should be correct, only the average total dose to the lens could be measu-
red with the relatively large ionization chamber which Merriam and Focht used in their
study. In reality, there will be a steep dose gradient across the lens with the highest dose
at the side nearest to, and the lowest dose at the side farthest from the radon seed im-
plantation or radium application in most cases. As a consequence, an initially sector-
shaped cataract may develop in the local high dose area in the lens, as was later demon-
strated by Britten et al. (18).
The same dosimetric problems are involved in the determination of the lens dose after

;;• superficial irradiation.
Similar and other difficulties interfere with the accuracy with which the dose to the lens

•j of young retinoblastoma patients treated with a 220 kV two-beam technique, could be
J determined. Some of these are listed here.

':'' Daily positioning of the treatment cones was based on external anatomical landmarks
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- the temporal portal on the lateral orbital rim and the nasal portal on the bridge of the
nose — and not on the actual position of the eye (185).
The penumbra width (20%-80%) of an orthovoltage beam (200 kV, 0.5 mm Cu filter)
with a diameter of 2.5 cm is at least 6.0 mm at a depth of 1 cm.
The anterior margin of the nasal beam grazed along the nasal edge of the lens.
The patients were treated daily over a period of an average of 3 months with a total tu-
mour dose of 6500 R to 9200 R (185).
Most of the children were treated without anaesthesia (185).
It may be presumed therefore, that, in many cases, the entire lens or a portion of the
lens of patients irradiated for retinoblastoma will have received a higher dose than the
average lens dose measured in a phantom after reconstruction of an "ideal" treatment
set-up due to small daily variations in the treatment situation.
In the entire group of 37 retinoblastoma patients, 23 patients would have received a lens
dose of 850 R (2 cases) to 900 R in about 3 months. Among these 6 lenses developed a
progressive cataract first seen, respectively, 19, 19, 20, 32, 38 and 55 months after treat-
ment; 6 lenses developed a stationary cataract, not impairing vision, first seen, respecti-
vely, 33,40,42,43,44 and 81 months after treatment and 1 lens developed an indetermi-
nate cataract first seen 57 months after treatment. Ten lenses remained clear.
Taking into account the uncertaintes in the lens dosimetry, it may be concluded from
the above mentioned data that a young healthy lens after receiving a fractionated dose
of 900 R given in 3 months, will probably not develop a cataract or, if so, it will not seri-
ously impair vision.

3. The dose-response relationship for cataracts rising after megavoltage irradiation of
the eye for retinoblastoma: A preliminary study

The germinative zone of the lens epithelium is considered the most radiosensitive part
of the lens with regard to the susceptibility to the induction of lens opacities. It might
therefore be expected that the formation of a cataract after irradiation of an eye with a
lateral field covering a posterior portion of the lens (Fig. III-3-C) greatly depends of
whether or not the germinative zone of the lens epithelium was included in the irradiati-
on field.
The lenses of 27 out of the 39 eyes irradiated in Utrecht for retinoblastoma had to be in-
cluded to a minor or major extent in the lateral treatment field, giving an increased risk
of cataract formation. The distance of the anterior edge of the D-shaped treatment field
to the posterior pole of the lens is given in Fig. III-l for all irradiated eyes. The distance
is recorded as being negative or positive if the beam, respectively, cleared (Fig. III-3-A)
or overlapped (Fig. III-3-C) the lens. The accurate irradiation method applied (descri-
bed in Chapter II) allows:
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a) the reconstruction of the precise distribution of the total dose in the lens of each irra-
diated eye;

b) the determination of the relation between this dose distribution and the formation of
cataract and the time it is first seen.

Since the follow-up time of most of the patients is too short for the development of a cli-
nically detectable radiation cataract, no firm conclusions can yet be drawn with regard
to a dose-response relationship. However, some dose dependent tendencies in the deve-
lopment of lens opacities can already be found in the present patient material, as will be
shown in the following study.
Only patients with a minimum follow-up period of 12 months after radiotherapy were

Figure IV-2. Star-like posterior subcapsular opacity in the lens of the right eye of patient no. 9 at 49
months after irradiation of a 2.8 mm thick posterior portion of the lens with a fractionated
total dose of 45 Gy.
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included in this preliminary study. All eyes were irradiated with a standardized dose ba-
sed on a treatment scheme of 45 Gy in 15 fractions at 3 fractions per week.
The dose of the lens of each irradiated eye has been calculated at four sagittal planes si-
tuated at the level of:
a) the anterior pole of the lens, D-ant;
b) an axial depth of 1/3 the lens thickness from the anterior pole, D-l/3;
c) an axial depth of 1/2 the lens thickness from the anterior pole, D-l/2;
d) the posterior pole of the lens, D-post.
All cases in this study are listed in Table VIII, in which are shown:
a) the age of the patient at the time of radiotherapy;
b) the total radiation dose, with its minimum and maximum 95% confidence limits, at

four different sagittal planes in the lens;
c) the degree of the present cataract;
d) the time after radiotherapy when the cataract was first seen;
e) the time of the last eye examination after radiotherapy.

The following, very rough, classification was used to grade the present stage of opacifi-
cation of the lenses:
o : no changes;
+ : early posterior subcapsular changes;
+ + : a large plaque of granular opacities covering nearly the entire posterior subcap-

sular surface and early opacification of the anterior cortex; an example of this
stage of opacification is the star-like cataract of patient no. 9, photographed 49
months after treatment and shown in Fig. IV-2;

+ ++: complete opacification.

For further analysis, the eyes have been divided into three groups, depending on the
dose delivered at an axial depth from the anterior pole of 1/3 the lens thickness. This do-
se, D-l/3, represents the minimum total dose delivered to the germinative epithelium, as
this region is thought to lie at an axial depth from the anterior pole of 1/3 to 1/2 the lens
thickness.

Group 1.
Up to the present, a cataract of some degree has developed in 8 out of 11 eyes which re-
ceived a D-1/3 of more than 15 Gy.
A complete cataract occured in the left eye of patient no. 14 at a relatively low dose of
D-1/3=16.7 Gy at seven months after irradiation, which was aspirated 2 months later. A
contributory cause of this early complete opacification might have been the cataractous
changes, consisting of vacuoles, which were present in the lens prior to radiotherapy
(case report no. 5, Chapter III).
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Table VIII. Total dose to lens and present degree of cataract of eyes irradiated for retinoblastoma

Patient

no.

Age in

months

Total dose (0.01 Gy) to lens at:

D-post. D-l/2 D-1/3 D-ant. Degree of

cataract

Time after irradiation
in months:

Cataract
First
seen

Last

examination

Group — 1.

19

9
OD

10

6

24
OD

7

12

24

25.5

6.5

8

14

13.5

7.5

20.5

13.5

4500

4430
4500 4390

4410
4500 4370

4430
4500 4370

4390
4410 4340

4390
4500 4230

4390
4430 4320

4390

4370
4390 4290

4120
4320 3350

3940
4230 2610

3870
4280 2880

3710
4190 2520

3690
4300 2025

3380
4050 2480

3400
A i An "ii or\

4160
4320 3830

3350
4160 2250

3060
4005 1800

2860
3960 1690

2700
3870 1530

2520
3848 1190

2520
3440 1620

2210
i/i-»n i n n

2480
3290 1580

1220
2340 630

945
2070 560

900
1580 500

990
1910 650

810
1980 405

810
1220 518

855
i /ton «An

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

0

+/+ +

+

0

20

17

16

24

—

17

21

—

21

49

38
see text

58

13

57.5

34

13
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Table VIII. Continued. Total dose to lens and present degree of cataract of eyes irradated for retinoblastoma

Patient

no.

22
OD

Age in

months

8

Total dose (0.01 Gy) to lens at:

D-post.

3380
3980 2470

D-l/2

790
1260 560

D-l/3

520
720 380

D-ant.

270
360 225

Degree of

cataract

0

Time after irradiation
in months:

Cataract
first
seen

—

Last

examination

14

Group — 3.

1
OD

13

4
OD

4
OS

3
OD

3
OS

6.5

14

10.5

4

1

1

380
510 340

2250
3260 1125

950
2090 540

680
1250 430

530
960 290

530
1250 430

340

450
630 320

270
500 200

250
360 180

190
310 140

250
360 180

340

290
360 230

202
270 160

190
290 140

170
240 120

170
240 120

330

180
200 140

135

135

120

120

0

0

0

0

0

0

—

—

—

—

—

—

93

34

60.5

66

49

49



5

8

5

91

470
810 340

550
800 350

200
250 160

135
180 100

160
220 110

110
150 100

120

90

0

0

—

—

36

57

Enucleated eyes

20
OD

2

11

6.5

3940
4230 3290

200
340 135

1035
1690 675

135
160 90

610
922 470

90
135 90

450
340 270

90

see text

see text

5

22.5



In the other eyes of this dose-group cataract was first seen:
a) at the earliest, in patient no. 10, sixteen months after receiving an equatorial dose of

around 30 Gy; this patient underwent aspiration of the lens 38 months after radiothe-
rapy;

b) at the latest, in patient no. 15, twenty-eight months after receiving an equatorial dose
ofaboutl5Gy(D-l/3).

The cataract of the latter patient might have been seen earlier if attention had not been
diverted to other complications occurring in this eye. On the basis o^the findings in this
group of patients it can already be predicted now that both eyes of patient no. 24 and,
probably, also the left eye of patient no. 23 will develop a catarct.

Group 2.
More intriguing is what the time will teach us about the development of cataract in the
group of 8 eyes which received an equatorial lens dose (D-l/3) ranging from 5 Gy to 15
Gy. The posterior segment of these lenses received considerable doses of up to 24-46
Gy at the posterior pole. Up to now, no lenses in this group have developed a detectable
opacity. This is not very suprising for the 5 eyes with a follow-up time of less than 24
months, but much more remarkable for the total of three eyes of patient no. 17 (one
eye) and patient no. 16 (both eyes), which were irradiated at very young age and were
followed for more than 24 months. However, it is quite possible that the lenses of these
eyes will develop demonstrable cataractous changes after a longer latent period as com-
pared to the high dose group. On the other hand, no histological changes were found in
the lens of the enucleated right eye of patient no. 20 (case report no. 6, Chapter HI).
This patient received an equatorial lens dose (D-l/3) of about 6 Gy five months prior to
enucleation of the eye.

Group 3.
Of the group of 8 eyes which received an equatorial lens dose (D-l/3) of less than 5 Gy,
none developed detectable opacifications. The follow-up period in this group ranged
from 34 to 93 months. The eye of patient no. 2 (case report no. 2, Chapter III) was enu-
cleated 22.5 months after irradiation. Microscopic examination of the lens revealed ca-
taractous changes consisting of nucleated cells at the posterior subcapsular surface in
the lens. These microscopic lens changes are most likely caused by the long lasting and
intense course of chemotherapy which was administered to this patient.

As mentioned above, the follow-up period of most of the cases in the present patient se-
ries was too short to study the dose-response relation of cataracts occurring after irradi-
ation of a posterior portion of the lens and the influence of age on the sensitivity of the
lens. To obtain more insight into what might be expected, a cataract experiment was
started on the rabbit lens using a similar irradiation technique as was employed in the
treatment of patients with retinoblastoma.
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4. The dose-response relationship for cataracts arising after fractionated irradiation of
the entire lens or a posterior portion of the lens of the rabbit

4.1. Material and methods

Animals: Eighteen New Zealand white rabbits weighing 3.3 kg to 4.4 kg and aged 6 to 8
months were used throughout this study. Each rabbit was kept in an individual cage and
housed in temperature and humidity regulated quarters. The animals were provided
with Hope Farms Rabbit Ration and tap water ad libitum. An ear-punch coding system
identified each rabbit.

Irradiation: The rabbit eyes were irradiated by the same treatment technique as used for
the treatment of patients with retinoblastoma. Treatment was carried out with a 6 MeV
linear accelerator utilizing a D-shaped portal of 20 x 26 mm2. The actual treatment set-
up is shown in Fig. IV-3. The radiation was administered while the animals were anaes-
thetized with Thalamonal (1 cc/kg body weight). During irradiation, the animal was pla-
ced in a wooden box with a support for the head. If necessary, its head could be fixed to
the support with tape. Accurate alignment and positioning of the eye in the radiation
beam was achieved by indirect fixation of the eye to the beam-defining collimator by
means of a flexible low vacuum contact lens specially designed to fit the rabbit's cornea.
Before application of the contact lens, the eye was anaesthetized with a topical anaes-
thetic (Novesine). During treatment the position of the contact lens on the mm scale on
the collimator holder — indicating the precise distance between the anterior extent of
the cornea and the anterior edge of the treatment field - was observed continuously by
television monitoring. Prior to irradiation, the axial dimensions of each rabbit eye were
measured by ultrasonic biometry. Further details of the irradiation technique, its dosi-
metry and the ultrasonic biometry are given in Chapter II.

Dimensions of the rabbit eye:
The mean axial ocular dimensions measured by ultrasonic biometry in the 18 rabbits of
this study were, after correction for the appropriate tissue velocities, as follows:
a) corneal vertex — anterior pole lens : (3.1 ±0.3) mm;
b) axial thickness lens : ( 8.3 ± 0.3) mm;
c) corneal vertex — posterior pole lens : (11.4 ± 0.3) mm;
d) corneal vertex - posterior retina : (18.6 ± 0.5) mm.
The indicated tolerances represent the maximum deviations found in this series. The
measurement accuracy of the axial dimensions of the individual eyes was within ± 0.1
mm of tissue thickness. The shape of the rabbit lens was determined by direct measure-
ments on the lenses from 4 freshly enucleated eyes of equally aged rabbits. The equato-
rial diameter varied between 10.5 mm and 11 mm and the radii of curvatures of the an-
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Figure IV-3. Rabbit in treatment position. The radiation beam is directed downward to the left eye,
sparing the contralateral eye. The irradiation collimator is on the upper side. The position
of the contact lens on the mm scale is observed by television monitoring. The camera is
just visible at the left.
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Figure IV-4. Geometrical construction of the rabbit eye. The different set-ups of the treatment field
exposing various portions of the lens have been indicated schematically. The shaded area
in the lens corresponds with the probable region of the equatorial lens epithelium where
mitosis occurs.

terior surface and of the posterior surface were, respectively, 6.5-7 mm and 6 mm. A ge-
ometrical reconstruction of the rabbit eye based on the above-mentioned parameters is
shown in Fig. IV-4. The shaded area corresponds with the probable region of the equa-
torial lens epithelium, where mitosis occurs.
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Treatment schedules: The eyes of five groups of 3 or 4 rabbits were treated with diffe-
rent irradiation schedules, as shown in Table IX.
Four rabbits comprised the first group, which were irradiated with a single dose of 18
Gy to the entire lens of the right eye (group I-OD). The field was set-up so as to cover
the eye up to and including the whole lens but to spare the cornea. The untreated left
eye of these rabbits served as a control.
Four groups of 3 or 4 rabbits were irradiated in both eyes with doses divided over 10
equal fractions given in a pattern of, alternately, 2 and 3 fractions per week. The overall
treatment period was 4 weeks. The entire lens of the right eye of the rabbits in groups 2

Table IX. Treatment schedules and resultant stage of 10-month cataract in the rabbit.

No.
Group

1

2

3

4

5

No.
rabbit

78152
78153
78154
78155

78156
78157
78159

78160
78161
78163

78164
78165
78166
78167

78168
78169
78170
78171

OD

Irradiation schedule

l x l 8 G y
to
entire lens

10 x 2.5 Gy = 25 Gy
to
entire lens

lOx 3.15 Gy = 31.5 Gy
to
entire lens

10x4Gy = 40Gy
to
entire lens

10x5Gy = 50Gy
to
entire lens

Stage
cataract

III
IV
IV
IV

II
III
IV

HI
V

IV

V
VI
IV
V

VII
VII
VII

VIII

OS

Irradiation schedule

none

10x5Gy = Gy
to posterior half
of lens — 0.4 mm

10x5Gy = 50Gy
to posterior half
of lens + 0.6 mm

10x5Gy = 50Gy
to posterior half
of lens + 1.6 mm

10x5Gy = 50Gy
to posterior half
oflens + 2.6mm

Stage
cataract

0
0
0
0

I
0
I

II
III
HI

IV
V
IV
IV

V
V
VI
VI
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to 5 was exposed to a fractionated total dose of, respectively, 25 Gy (group 2-OD), 31.5
Gy (group 3-OD), 40 Gy (group 4-OD) and 50 Gy (group 5-OD). On a logarithmic scale,
these doses are about equally interspaced. The left eye of the rabbits in the groups 2 to 5
was irradiated with a fractionated total dose of 50 Gy given with a field including only a
posterior portion of the lens extending to, respectively (Fig. IV-4):
a) the posterior half of the lens minus 0.4 mm (group 2-OS);
b) the posterior half of the lens plus 0.6 mm (group 3-OS);
c) the posterior half of the lens plus 1.6 mm (group 4-OS);
d) the posterior half of the lens plus 2.6 mm (group 5-OS).
The precise positioning of the irradiation field was determined for each eye on the basis
of the ocular dimensions determined with ultrasound. The accuracy and overall repro-
ducibility of beam positioning with respect to the lens was within ± 0.4 mm.

4.2. Results

After irradiation, all lenses were examined with an ophthalmoscope at approximately
monthly intervals. Lens opacities first became detectable within 4 to 7 months following
treatment, the rapidity of development and final severity of the opacities varying with
the dose or with the irradiated portion of the lens.
Radiation cataracts began axially or peripherally.
The axial changes began as fine granules in the posterior subcapsular region. In the enti-
rely exposed lenses with the lower doses and in the partially exposed lenses, the granular
opacities gradually condensed into fine vacuoles in the region of the posterior suture li-
ne.
The peripheral changes consisted of clusters of vacuoles appearing in the extreme peri-
phery of the lens. These equatorial opacities migrated subcapsularly toward the posteri-
or pole. A remarkable finding was that, during migration, the vacuoles became smaller
and sometimes disappeared. The remaining vacuoles finally merged with the posterior
subcapsular opacities.
The peripheral vacuoles appeared only in the entirely irradiated lenses receiving a total
dose of 40 Gy or 50 Gy (groups 4-OD and 5-OD) and to a lesser extent in the lenses
which received a total dose of 50 Gy to a posterior segment exceeding half the lens
thickness (groups 4-OS and 5-OS). Three of the four wholly irradiated lenses with a total
dose of 50 Gy (group 5-OD) also developed subcapsular opacities in the anterior pole.
The fourth lens in this group developed a complete opacity within 5 months after irradi-
ation.
No opacities occurred in the untreated left eyes of the four rabbits in group 1.

Except for the most severe cataracts, the opacities appear to be stationary now, 10
months after irradiation. Then the cataracts in all lenses were photographed with a fun-
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Figure IV-5. Staging of the changes in the rabbit lens 10 months after irradiation (see text).

Stage,

dus camera (Kowa, RC-2), providing the possibility to classify the opacities in an objec-
tive way. Cataracts were classified, as shown in Fig. IV-5, into 8 stages of opacification
according to the following format:
Stage O : clear;
Stage I : a tiny spot of granules surrounded by fine irregularities in the posterior

subcapsular region;
Stage II : small spots of granules in the zone of the suture surrounded by fine irre-

gularities in the posterior subcapsular region;
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Stage

Stage III

Stage IV

Stage V

Stage.

a continous line of granules and tiny vacuoles in the zone of the suture
surrounded by fine irregularities in the posterior subcapsular region;
a subcapsular plaque of granules and tiny vacuoles in and around the
zone of the suture covering about 1/10 of the posterior surface of the
lens;
a star-like subcapsular plaque of granules and tiny vacuoles covering
about 1/5 of the posterior surface of the lens; a few scattered vacuoles
may be apparent;
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2E- stage of
cataract
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I-
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1500

(1-OD)
1x18Gy

2000

(4-OD)
10*4Gy

v
(3-OD)
10x3,15 Gy

I/

(2-OD)
10x2,5Gy

(5-OD)
10x5 Gy

serious
impairmen
vision

O."average" stage cataract

3000 4000 5000
total dose (0,01Gy)
to entire lens

Figure IV-6. Plot of total dose given to entire lens versus resultant stage of 10-month cataract. The
"average" cataract in each dose group is indicated by a circle.
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Stage VI : a large star-like plaque of granules and vacuoles covering about 1/3 to
1/2 of the posterior subcapsular surface of the lens;

Stage VII : a large plaque of granules and vacuoles with a relatively clear center,
covering nearly the entire posterior subcapsular surface of the lens and
accompanied by subcapsular granules in the anterior region;

Stage VIII : complete opacification.

The cataracts of stages I, II, III and, probably also, stage IV do not seriously impair visi-
on.

The treatment schedules used in this study and the resultant stage of cataract in the rab-
bit lens 10 months after irradiation are presented in Table IX. There was little variation
in the stage of opacification among the eyes treated with equal irradiation schedules.

Wholly exposed lenses: The stages op opacity found in the five groups of entirely irradi-
ated lenses have been plotted in Fig. IV-6, it is apparent that the four groups of lenses
receiving 10 fractions of, respectively, 2.5 Gy, 3.5 Gy, 4 Gy and 5 Gy show quite a pre-
dictable dose-response relationship. The severity of lens opacity produced gradually in-
creased with increasing dose per fraction.
As can be seen in Fig. IV-6, a single dose of 18 Gy and a fractionated total dose of 31.5
Gy appeared to give equal results, both producing an "average" lens opacity of stage
IV.

Partially exposed lenses: Of the groups of eyes in which the entire lens or a posterior
portion of the lens was exposed to a total dose of 50 Gy, the radiation dosage to the lens
was calculated at 6 sagittal planes located successively at (Fig. IV-4):
a) the posterior pole of the lens, D-post.;
b) half the lens thickness, D( 1/2);
d) half the lens thickness plus 1 mm, D(l/2d + 1 mm);
e) half the lens thickness plus 2 mm, D(l/2d + 2 mm);
f) the anterior pole of the lens, D-ant.
The calculated radiation dosages with their 95% confidence limits to the lens for each
treatment situation and the resultant stage of cataract are recorded in Table X. From
these data, it appears that shielding of an anterior portion of the lens profoundly modi-
fies the subsequent development of opacities.
If the treatment field is moved forward step by step then, as can be seen in Fig. IV-4 and
Table X, the irradiated lens volume, the dose to the germinative zone of the epithelium
and to the young nucleated lens cells, the exposed surface of the epithelium and, as a
consequency, the severity of the produced opacity increase.
A total dose of 50 Gy given exclusively to the "posterior half of the lens — 0.4 mm" pro-
duced no or only very mild cataract, stage I. This indicates that the posterior segment of
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— Table X. Distribution of total dose to rabbit lens in which a posterior portion is exposed to 10 x 5 Gy and the resultant stage of cataract.

No. of

experimental
group

2 —OS

3 —OS

4 —OS

5 —OS

5 —OD

Portion of the lens

exposed to 50 Gy
in 10 fractions

posterior half—0.4 mm

posterior half + 0.6 mm

posterior half + 1.6 mm

posterior half + 2.6 mm

entire lens

Total dose in 0.01 Gy to lens at:

D-post

4950
4980 4900

5000
5000 4980

5000
5000 5000

5000
5000 5000

5000
5000 5000

D(l/2d-l)

3980
4350 3300

4630
4720 4470

4850
4900 4770

4950
4980 4920

5000
5000 5000

D(l/2d)

2250
3000 1550

3980
4350 3300

4630
4720 4470

4850
4900 4770

5000
5000 5000

D(l/2d+l)

800
1200 620

2250
3000 1550

3980
4350 3300

4630
4720 4470

5000
5000 4970

D(l/2d+2)

450
550 375

800
1200 620

2250
3000 1550

3980
4350 3300

4950
4970 4900

D-ant.

200
230 170

270
350 250

420
500 350

750
1080 570

4630
4750 4500

Stage of
cataract

O(lx),
I(2x)

II (lx),
III (2x)

IV (3x),
V(lx)

V(2x),
VI(2x)

VII (3x),
VIII (lx)

* d = corrected axial thickness of the lens.



the lens, which is composed of the posterior capsule and fully differentiated fibre cells,
is relatively radioresistant.

The resultants cataracts from the different irradiation schedules may also be analysed in
the following way.
First, the dose-relationship for cataract production after entire or partial exposure of
the lens to a total dose of 50 Gy has been evaluated. The logarithms of the radiation do-
sages at 6 relevant planes in the lens for 5 different treatment situations versus the "ave-
rage" opacity produced are plotted in Fig. IV-7. The confidence limits of radiation do-
sage have been omitted for clarity. The points representing the dosages at specific pla-

3Zm-"average" stage O"average" cataract
of cataract produced in entirely-

exposed lens

m-

I-

Et-

ui •

n •

exposed
portion of lens:

entire lens

• ' ,j (5-OD)

J!\ posterior half

' I I Ml

' ' J j jji^ posterior half
O / *\ ti i^o +16mm

/ /

D-ant.
/

I
I

posterior half
(3-OS) * ° ' 6 m m

'D-post.
p-1) | posterior h i l f

(2-OS)

200 300 400 600 800 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
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Figure IV-7. Plot of "average" cataract versus total dose at 6 relevant planes in a rabbit lens partially
or entirely exposed to a fractionated total dose of 50 Gy. Dotted lines are drawn through
the points representing the dose at a specific plane in the lens for 5 treatment situations.
The "average" cataracts versus the total dose to entirely exposed lenses are also plotted
(circles).
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nes in the lens have been interconnected with dotted lines, thus forming a network of
"dose-responce" curves.
Similarly, for the four dose-groups of entirely exposed lenses, the fractionated total dose
to the lens versus the resultant stage of "average" cataract are plotted (circles) in Fig.
IV-7.
The placement of these groups between the "D(l/2d + 1) dose - response curve" and
the "D(l/2d + 2) dose-response curve" for partially exposed lenses suggests that, for the
dose range studied, the dosage to the equatorial lens cells is indeed the parameter rele-
vant to the risk of cataract induction.

5. Discussion

Cataracts in the rabbit following megavoltage irradiation.
The present study on radiation cataract in the rabbit following megavoltage irradiation
of the entire lens has shown that the effectiveness of a dose of 18 Gy given in 10 fracti-
ons would be very much reduced as compared to when given as a single dose. This sug-
gests that the lens cells have a similar recuperative capacity following radiation damage
as do the cells of other tissues. Furthermore, if the dose per fraction is increased, the in-
duced opacity and, consequently, impairment of vision, are increased according to qui-
te a predictable dose-response relationship. The study on radiation catarect in the rabbit
following megavoltage irradiation of only a posterior portion of the lens with a fractio-
nated total dose of 50 Gy has shown that the degree of the opacity produced appears to
be directly related to the dose to the anterior equatorial region.
Exposure of the "posterior half of the lens — 0.4 mm" produced no or only a very mild
cataract 10 months after treatment. Thus, it can be assumed that the lens capsule and
the fully differentiated fibre cells which were included in the treatment field are relative-
ly radioresistant.

Moving the field further forward by steps of 1 mm caused an incremental increase in
the degree of opacification. The "average" cataract produced was found to be related
to the dosage to the germinative zone according to a dose-cataract relationship similar
to that found for entirely exposed lenses.
This gives further evidence for the hypotheses that radiation cataract is primarily initia-
ted by damage to the equatorial lens cells and the radiation dosage to the anterior equa-
torial region may be used as a critical parameter relevant to the risk of cataract inducti-
on and its severity.

Radiation cataract in humans.
Some information pertinent to radiation cataractogenesis in the humans lens is obtained
from studies of patients treated with radiation in which a proportion of the dose reached
the eye. Many problems are involved in these studies and in their interpretation.
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Precise knowledge of the distribution of the total absorded dose in the lens is essential
to allow a meaningfui construction of a dose-response relationship for cataract produc-
tion. However, accurate reconstruction of the treatment set-up with regard to the lens is
very difficult, if not impossible, in many situations. Besides, determination of only the
average dose to the lens, as was done in some clinical studies (140,166), is insufficient.
Another problem is that cataracts may be initiated by or associated with a variety of
other agents including physical trauma, physiological insult, i.e., ageing, systematic dis-
eases (diabetes), medications (steroids, cyclophosphamide, 177), the presence of an in-
traocular tumour, a detached retina and many unknown systematic modifiers of respon-
se. Because radiation-induced cataracts are nonspecific (166), it is often not possible,
particularly in older patients, to distinguish them from corresponding defects resulting
from other causes.

The available information indicates that the threshold dose level for the induction of a
detectable opacity in the healthy lens of adult man is probably in the neighbourhood of
15 Gy to 20 Gy if fractionated and given over a period of 5 weeks or more. It is quite
possible, however, that, in individual cases, cataracts may be induced at much lower ra-
diation dosages due to interference of one or more of the above-mentioned agents cau-
sing opacification of the lens.

Cataracts in patients following megavoltage irradiation for retinoblastoma.
In a number of cases of retinoblastoma treated in Utrecht with radiotherapy, it was not
possible to exclude the lens entirely from the irradiation field. The accurate irradiation
method which was employed, offered the possibility to reconstruct the precise distribu-
tion of the dose to the lens and to analyse its relation with the likelihood of cataract in-
duction. Unfortunately, the follow-up period of most of the patients in the present study
was too short to draw already firm conclusions about:
a) the threshold dose for the induction of a detectable opacity;
b) the relation between the dose to the lens, particularly to the equatorial region, and

the resultant opacity;
c) the influence of age on the sensitivity of the lens.
Nevertheless, in a preliminary study on 27 eyes, a similar relation to that found in the
study on radiation cataract in the rabbit was observed between the exposed part of the
lens and the induced opacity. It should be stressed, however, that the results obtained in
rabbits do not permit conclusions as to responses to similar doses in the human eye, be-
cause the sensitivity of the lens to radiation differs with species.
The lenses were divided into three groups depending on the dose delivered at an axial
depth from the anterior pole of 1/3 the lens thickness (Table VIII). This dose, D-l/3, re-
presented the minimum total dose delivered to the germinative epithelium, which was
thought to lie at an axial depth from the anterior pole of 1/3 to 1/2 the lens thickness.
None of the 8 lenses in group 3, which were excluded from the direct irradiation field
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and which received an equatorial dose (D-l/3) ranging from 1.1 Gy to 3.4 Gy, develo-
ped a detectable cataract.
Also none of the lenses in group 2, in which a posterior portion of about 1 mm or less
was included in the sharp-edged treatment field and which received an equatorial dose
(D-l/3) of 15 Gy or less, has developed any opacity up to now. The follow-up period for
most of the irradiated lenses was too short to draw firm conclusions about the likelihood
of cataract induction at these dose levels. It may be expected, however, that none of the
lenses in this group will develop a catarct which will seriously impair vision. This expec-
tation is based on:
a) the observation in the cataract experiment in the rabbit that no or only mild cata-

racts developed if the equatorial region was excluded from the direct radiation field;
b) the fact that no histological changes were found in the lens of the enucleated eye of

patient no. 20, in which a posterior lens portion of nearly 1 mm was included in the
treatment field;

c) the observation of Merriam and Focht (140) that of the 23 retinoblastoma patients
who would have received an averaged lens dose of 850-900 R in 3 months, 10 pa-
tients developed no cataract and 6 patients developed a stationary cataract, which
did not impair vision.

Irradiation of a posterior portion of the lens of more than 1 mm leads to a rapid increase
in the dose to the equatorial region with, consequently, an increase of the risk of the in-
duction of a cataract. Infact, 8 out of the 11 lenses of group 1, which received an equa-
torial dose (D-l/3) of 15 Gy or more, developed a radiation cataract of some degree. It
may be expected that the final severity of these cataracts and the eventual cataracts
which further develop in the other eyes of this dose group will be related to the equato-
rial dose, as was found in the rabbit experiment.

The threshold dose for the induction of a detectable cataract in a healthy young lens
will probably be more than 10 Gy if given in 15 fractions in 5 weeks.
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SAMENVATTING/SUMMARY IN DUTCH

Retinoblastoom is een zeldzame vrijwel uitsluitend bij jonge kinderen voorkomende
kwaadaardige tumor van het netvlies. De tumor ontwikkelt zich vanuit één of meerdere
haarden in het netvlies van één of beide ogen. De aandoening kan zowel sporadisch op-
treden als overgeërfd worden. Retinoblastoom is in medisch, genetisch en therapeutisch
opzicht van uitzonderlijke betekenis.
In hoofdstuk I worden de meest recente gegevens over de epidemiologie, de genetische
aspecten, de pathologie, de diagnostiek en de behandeling van het retinoblastoom be-
sproken.

In Nederland is de conservatieve behandeling van patientjes met retinoblastoom gecen-
traliseerd in Utrecht. De samenwerkende ziekenhuizen zijn: het Koninklijk Nederlands
Gasthuis voor Ooglijders, het Wilhelmina Kinder Ziekenhuis en de afdeling Radiothe-
rapie van het Academisch Ziekenhuis. Sinds 1971 is de strategie bij de behandeling van
retinoblastoom in dit centrum: megavolt-röntgenbestraling gevolgd door lichtcoagulatie
of cryotherapie, wanneer het onzeker is of de tumor geheel gesteriliseerd is. Eén of twee
tumoren met een diameter van maximaal 4 mm worden, mits niet nabij de macula of de
papil gelegen, alleen met licht- of cryocoagulatie behandeld.

In hoofdstuk II wordt de bestralingsmethode beschreven, die sinds 1971 in Utrecht
wordt toegepast bij conservatieve behandeling van het retinoblastoom. De bestraling
wordt uitgevoerd op een 6 MeV of 8 MeV lineaire versneller met een lateraal, D-vor-
ming veld van 26 x 32mm2. Met dit D-vormige veld kan de gehele retina bestraald wor-
den met, afhankelijk van de ligging van de tumoren, optimale sparing van de straüngs-
gevoelige lens. De scherp begrensde bestralingsbundel kan gemakkelijk en zeer nauw-
keurig gepositioneerd worden door het te bestralen oog met behulp van een vacuum-
contactlens aan de bestralingscollimator te fixeren. Voor precieze bepaling van het te
bestralen oogvolume worden, voorafgaand aan de behandeling, de axiale afmetingen
van het oog echografisch gemeten. De in te stralen dosis is genormaliseerd op een mini-
mum tumordosis van 45 Gy, te geven in 15 fracties van 3 Gy, 3 fracties per week.

In de periode van 1971 tot 1980 werden in Utrecht 30 kinderen met retinoblastoom be-
handeld met megavolt-röntgenbestraling van tenminste één oog. De behandelingsresul-
taten voor deze patiënten worden in hoofdstuk III besproken. Van de in totaal 56 zieke
ogen werden 16 ogen primair geënucleëerd, werd 1 oog uitsluitend met lichtcoagulatie
behandeld en werden 39 ogen bestraald. Eén patient overleed aan een cerebrale tumor,
49 maanden na succesvolle bestraling van beide ogen. Van de 39 bestraalde ogen wer-
den 23 ogen aanvullend behandeld met lichtcoagulatie en/of cryocoagulatie voor persis-
terende of nieuwe tumoren, en werden 6 ogen alsnog geënucleëerd. Slechts één oog
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ging verioren tengevolge van oncontroleerbare tumorgroei in de niet bestraalde perifere
retina. Tot op heden ontwikkelde geen van de patiënten nieuwe tumoren in bestraalde
retina. Aanvullende locale behandeling van persisterende tumoren werd op zijn laatst
aangevangen dan wel beëindigd respectievelijk 6,5 en 12 maanden na radiotherapie.
Waarschijnlijk kan een bestraalde tumor, die gedurende 6 tot 8 maanden geen tekenen
van hergroei toont, als gesteriliseerd worden beschouwd. De genezings-percentages van
de bestraald ogen met een minimum follow-up van 2 jaar en, tussen haakjes, die van alle
bestraalde ogen waren 100% (100%), 100% (100%), 100% (86%), 83% (83%) en 0% (0%;
slechts 3 ogen) in respectievelijk de stadia ] tot V (stagering volgens Reese and Ells-
worth, 184).

Bij de behandeling van het retinoblastoom met radiotherapie is het niet altijd mogelijk
de lens geheel buiten het veld te houden. Dientengevolge kan een bestralingscataract
worden geïnduceerd. Met de nauwkeurige megavolt-bestralingsmethode, die in hoofd-
stuk II werd beschreven, is het mogelijk de dosisverdeling in de lens van een bestraald
oog te reconstrueren en de samenhang tussen lensdosis en ontstaan van cataract te be-
studeren.
In hoofdstuk IV worden de volgende drie studies gepresenteerd:
— een overzicht van de literatuur over het stralencataract in de dierlijke en de mense-

lijke lens,
— de voorlopige resultaten van een onderzoek naar de relatie tussen de dosis en het op-

treden van cataract in de lens van retinoblastoom patientjes, die met megavolt-rönt-
genstraling behandeld werden, en

— een experimentele studie naar cataracten die bij het konijn ontstaan na gefraktio-
neerde megavolt bestraling van de gehele lens of van het achterste deel van de lens.

Uit de literatuur en uit de experimenten met konijnen blijkt, dat de ontwikkeling en de
ernst van een stralencataract bepaald wordt door de equatoriale lensdosis. Bestraling
van de achterste 1 mm van de menselijke lens met een scherp begrensde bestralingsbun-
del veroorzaakt geen of slechts een gering cataiact.
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SUMMARY

Retinoblastoma is a rare, highly malignant tumour of the retina which predominantly
affects young children. The growth originates from single or multiple foci in the retina
of one or both eyes. The tumour may occur either sporadically or may be inherited. Re-
tinoblastoma is extra-ordinary in its medical, genetic and therapeutic significance.
Chapter I is concerned with the most recent information on the epidemiological charac-
teristics, genetic aspects, pathology, diagnosis and the treatment of retinoblastoma.

The conservative management of patients with retinoblastoma in The Netherlands is
centralized in Utrecht. The participating hospitals in the Utrecht Retinoblastoma Cen-
tre are the Royal Dutch Eye Hospital, the Wilhelmina Children's Hospital and the De-
partment of Radiation Therapy of the University Hospital. Since 1971, the principal
concept in the treatment of retinoblastoma has been megavoltage radiation therapy
combined with light coagulation and/or cryotherapy, if there is some doubt as to whe-
ther the tumour is still active. One or two small tumour foci of up to 4 mm in diameter
are treated by light- or cryocoagulation only, provided that they are not located near the
macula or optic disc.

In chapter II, the irradiation method which has been used for the conservative treat-
ment of retinoblastoma at Utrecht since 1971 is described. Treatment is carried out on a
6 MeV or 8 MeV linear accelerator using a lateral D-shaped field of 26 x 32 mm2. This
D-shaped field is especially contoured to irradiate the entire retina with sparing of the
radiosensitive lens as much as possible. Accurate positioning of the sharply — collima-
ted treatment field is easily performed by fixation of the eye to the beam-defining colli-
mator by use of a low vacuum contact lens. The axial dimensions of each eye are deter-
mined by ultrasonic biometry to ascertain the exact eye volume to be irradiated. The
applied radiation dose is normalized at a minimum tumour dose of 45 Gy given in 15
fractions of 3 Gy at 3 fractions per week.

Between 1971 and 1980, 30 children with retinoblastoma have received irradiation to at
least one eye using the accurate irradiation technique described in chapter II. In chap-
ter HI the results of treatment of these patients are presented. Of the 56 affected eyes,
16 were primarily enucleated, one was light coagulated only and 39 were irradiated.
One patient died of a cerebral tumour 49 months after successful irradiation of both ey-
es. Of the 39 irradiated eyes, 23 were additionally treated by light coagulation or cryo-
therapy for persistent, recurrent or new tumours and 6 were ultimately enucleated.
Only one eye was lost because of uncontrollable new tumour growth in the nonirradia-
ted peripheral retina. Up to the present, new tumours have never developed within the
irradiated retina of any patient. The time of onset and termination of local treatment of
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persistent or recurrent tumour never exceeded 6.5 months and 12 months, respectively,
after radiotherapy. An irradiated tumour which appears inert for 6 to 8 months can pro-
bably be regarded as cured. The percentages of cure of the irradiated eyes with a mini-
mum follow-up of 2 years and, in parentheses, of all irradiated eyes were 100% (100%),
100% (100%), 100% (86%), 83% (83%) and 0% (0%; only 3 eyes) in stages I to V, respecti-
vely (according to the scheme of Reese and Ellsworth, 184).

In the treatment of retinoblastoma with radiation therapy, it is not always possible to en-
tirely exclude the lens from the treatment field. As a consequence, cataract may be in-
duced. The accurate megavoltage irradiation method described in chapter II allows the
reconstruction of the precise dose distribution in the lens of each irradiated eye and a
study of the dose-response relationship for cataract production.
In chapter IV are presented:
a) a review of the literature on radiation cataract formation in the animal and human

lens;
b) the preliminary results of a study on the dose-relationship for cataracts found in the

lenses of retinoblastoma patients treated with megavoltage irradiation;
c) an experimental study on cataracts arising in the rabbit after fractioned megavoltage

irradiation of the entire lens or a posterior portion of the lens.
From literature data and the rabbit experiment, it appears that the development of a ra-
diation cataract and its severity are directly related to the equatorial lens dose. Irradiati-
on of a posterior portion of 1 mm of the human lens with a sharply edged irradiation
field probably will produce no or mild cataract only.
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STELLINGEN

]

Indien bij een kind strabismus wordt ontdekt, dan dient dit kind onverwijld door de
oogarts te worden onderzocht, ten einde retinoblastoom als oorzaak uit te sluiten.

K.E.W.P. Tan, In: Kindertumoren, p. 66. Ned. Bibl.
der Geneeskunde, deel 89A ( 1974).

De behandeling van zeldzame kwaadaardige tumoren dient in daartoe aangewezen ge-
specialiseerde centra te geschieden.

De door Weiss e.a. beschreven methode voor megavolt-röntgenbestraling van retino-
blastoom is onvoldoende nauwkeurig en dosimetrisch onjuist.

Weiss, D.R., Cassady, J.R., Petersen, R.:
Retinoblastoma: A modification in radiation therapy
technique.
Radiology, 114(1975)705-708.

De plaats en de tijd waarop primaire haarden van retinoblastoom in de retina kunnen
ontstaan, hangen samen met de wijze waarop de retina zich ontwikkelt.

Zolang de fysisch- technische problemen rond de lokale verwarming (hyperthermie)
van tumoren niet zijn opgelost, is het een hachelijke zaak hyperthermie bij de behande-
ling van kanker toe te passen.

Een zeer zuivere diamant kan, mits voorzien van de juiste elektrische contacten, uitste-
kend dienen als weefselequivalente puntdosismeter voor röntgenstraling.



Het verdient aanbeveling te onderzoeken wat de invloed is van het tekort aan woonge-
legenheid voor le-jaars studenten op de studie resultaten.

Een praktische opleiding voor klinisch fysicus is dringend gewenst.

De snoekstand in de nederlandse binnenwateren wordt primair niet door de sportvissers
bedreigd.
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Het is merkwaardig, dat in het vakkenpakket voor de studie in de geneeskunde, het vak
fiscaal recht ontbreekt.
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